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Here Is WHAT THE ANNOUNCER SAID AS I-1E OPENE1)

THE FIRST LET FREEDOM RING! PROGRAM ON THE AIR :

"Tonight we . . . join in the celebration of the 150th anniversarlof the Constitutir'?

with this series of radio dramas depicting the winning of human rights.

"rour rights are your most precious possessions . . . the right offree speech . . . a-
right of free press . . . the right to worship as you please . . . the right to trial by jur)

"Once only kings had rights. But democracy wrested these rights from kings and gai r

them to the people. Who fought to bring these kingly rights to ivery American? Is the
battle ended? Here is the American epicthe Crusade for Freedom . . ."

And here ARE SOME STATEMENTS FROM LISTENERS:

A high-school senior.". . . will make
people wake up to the fact that the
United States still has much to ac-
complish .

A professor of economics. ". . . I shall
urge my students to listen regularly
and shall incorporate questions on
the broadcast in rr_vjp. Il

A member of a metropolitan public

forum.". the most enlightening
and stimulating on the air. It
should be listened to by every
American . .

Pi

An attorney.". . . I feel impelled to
write my first letter regarding a
radio program-g---we are apt to
become indifferent to the retention
of many hard-won civil liberties
which distinguish our country from
so many others . .19

A physician. CC
. . such programs

are very much in order these days..
We must try to instill into the mod-
ern American mind what Americii
stands far, and what our forefathers
had to go through -to establish
America, and why they did it . ."

A New rorker. ". . . I am sure mil-
lions of Americans are gaining a

better understanding of what de-
mocracy means, and of the freedom
we enjoy, because of these pro-
grams . .99

A Southrrner. CC
. . you are sowing

the seeds 01 a greater freedom and
a greater government in the United
States . . .

19

..1

A Westerner.". . If any programs
on the radio will make people wake
up to the fact that the United States
still has much to accomplish, it is
'Let Freedom Ring!' . .

The 13 scripts of Let Freedom Ring! complete with lesson aids and directions for music and
produlim, are available as Office of Education Bulletin 1937, No. 32 (377 pages, illus-
trated). Order from the Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D. C. Price, 60 cents.
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LET FREEDOM RING ! originally a series of radio presentations
under the auspices of the Office of Education, is herewith presented

to the schools of the United States in a form which may perpetuate its
purposean enduring reminder of our civil liberties. ,

In that great frame work of a new government, the fathers of the Republic
stopped to think of the individualthe man who hates tyranny, loves free-
dom, and has fought f4or centuries here and in the mother country, to estab-
lish and maintain his rights. Let Freedom Ring! deals with these rights.
Speaking óf some of them in a recent speech, the Honorable Harold L.
Ickes, Secretary of the Interior, said:

We might give .up all the rest of our Constitution, if occasion re-
quires, and yet have sure anchorage for the mooring of our good
ship America, if these rights remain to us unimpaired. It was for
these that our breed of men has been fighting since before the dawn
of civilization. They are the greatest safeguards of our liberties.
. . . Men have always been willing to give even life itself for these
precious rights without which life would not be worth the living.
Let us hope that the fierce passion with which we have defended
these political treasures since we first began tt accumulate them, a
bit at a time, from those who would have keprus in physical, politi-
cal, or economic subjection, will never abate so long as life remains.

It is our business to maintain this "fierce passion"; it is no less our business
to make sure that this emotion has a firm foundation in knowledge. The
widespread education of all the people concerning the Constitution, its his-
tory, and its meaning, not merely for our past, but for our future, is our task.
For the greater diffusion of this knowledge, the Office of Education chose
the radio as one suitable medium, and as its ghare in the celebration of the
Sesquicentennial of the Constitution, sponsored the radio series on the Bill
of Rights called Lei Freedom Ring! . 6

The story of Let Freedom Ring! is told later in these pages. Here we
need point out only that its presentation on the air proved that millions of
Americans welcomed this kind of radio subject matter. They were willing
to inform themselves on their fundamental law, and found as much interest
in the age-old struggle foi human liberty as in programs catering only to
their amusement. MQ1'è than 60,000 people wrote for die copy of the Con-
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stitution offered to listeners. By usual radio standards we were justifieci i

believing that the beginning of a s-uccessful attack had been made on takin z

to the country at large the *tory and the significance of our civil lit3Trties.
In the conviction that this beginning should be followed up, the Office f

Education determined to make the Let Freedonviting! series aailable
schools, colleges, radio stations, and oth'er groups. Obviously the series
radio material, but it involves atithentic history, vital bioiraphical study.
and stirring social implications. In short, it offers to those seeking ileY\
approaches to the social studies, and m9dern contacts for other lessons, ma-
terial not readily available elsewhere, and of interest also because of ik
development in the rather novel and fascinating form of radio scripts.

This Manual, 'and the Lesson Aids and scripts which, though published
separatdy, are an essential part of it, have been prepared to make the Let
Freedom Ring! series available to all. The Manual was written 13); Harry
A. Jager, for 25 years Connected as teacher and principal with the elemen-
tary and secondary schools of Prov¡dence, R. I. The Lesson Aids were pre-
pared by Roy W. Hatch, of the department of social studies of the State
Teachers College, Montclair, N. J., assisted by Samuel E. Witchell, State
Teachers College, Glassboro, N. J. A committee to review the work was
appointed from the professional staff of the Office of Education and con-
sisted of Carl A. Jessen, chairman; Olga Jones, Fred J. Kelly, and Paul H.
Sheats. The scripts were revised' for school use by their original authors,
Harold G. Calhoun and Mrs. Dorothy Calhoun, under the supervision
of Chester S. Williams and Paul H. Sheats of the Office staff.

Questions as to radio application were given helpful consideration by
William D. Boutwell, Director of the Radio Project, and 11 Shannon Allen,
Radio Production Director. Production notes for the scripts were supplied
by Philip H. Cohen, and musk notes by Rudolf Schramm, both of the
New York production unit of the Office. Helpful suggestions on the use 9f
the series in classes for English, speech, and dramatics were made by Mrs
Marian Brooks Strauss of Providence, R. I. The approval of the conterit of
the reVised scripts was put in the hands of Ben Arneson, Head of the Depart-
ment of PoliticaPScience, American University, Washington,W. C., and
Herbert Wright, Head of the Departmeneof Politics, Catholic University.
Washington, D. C. These two men served as a special committee of
experts to check and approve. finally all the scripts before they were pro;
duced on the air.

It is the earnest hope of this Office that through the suggestions in this.
Manual, the study of our freedoms may be promoted over the air, in the
schooL assembly, and in the classroom. If the process results in more
application to the problems of -education of that newest method of com-
munication, the radio, the schools will be adapting to their uses a modern
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.implement and a powerful one. But the real objectie of this publica-
tion is a keener realization by all citizens, young and old, of what our civil
liberties mean ,to each of us. Perhaps this meaning can be summed up
no more fittingly .than by a quotation from the recent Constitution Dav
speech of President Franklin D. Roosevelt:

For us the Constitution is a common bond, without bitterness, for
those wilt) see America as Lincoln saw it, "the last, best !lope of
earth."

So we revere itnot because it is old, but because it is newnot in
the worship of its past alone, btit in the raith of the living Nvilo keep
it younOrbow, arid in the years to Come.

.

Sincerely,
J. W. STUDEBAKER,

GM/MS.4/0'w of Education.
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DRAFTING THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE

The Committee of the Congress, composed of Fra4klin, Jr./Ikon, Adams, Livingston, and Sherman.
From an original painting by Chapfrel.
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The Otigin and Development of

the Radio Series Let Freedom Ring!

Part

p. My country,;Ais of thee
Sweet land of liberty

OfAhec I sing!

Land where íny fathers died
Land of the pilgrim's pride

.From every mountain,side
LET FRVEDON1 RING !

LET FREEDOM RING ! This challenging cry from America may well be the
prologue in the song of our new world.

We, even as ale Pilgrims, are singing of a world ever new, but based on
ancient rights, half-forgotten under stress of new conditions arA new
problems.

For the Sesquicentennial of our Constitution it is fitting that Freedom
should be especially celebrated, and at the hand of the latest of -our means'
of communication, the radio. gar

This Manual deals with Freedom, Nand with. a new implement of educa-.

db

tion, the broadcast, with its techniques adapted to school activities andits
values stated in terms of the educative process'.

The Manual contaifts:

A. Teaching suggestions for using the scripts of the broadcasts in the
classroom, both in the#separate subjects, .and as part of integrated
units.

B. Lesson aids.for using the scripts in teaching the social studies, with
antple illu-strative material, references, pupil activity suggestions, and
bibliographies. Part IX offers one sample of these aids.

C. Workable plans for using the Let Freedom Ring series for gradua-
tions, school assemblies, radio clubs or guilds, and auditorium classes,
with or without the tise of a public address system.

D.% Practical suggestions for using the series for local broa:dcasting,
under the auspices of the school, and with the -aid of local clubs and
organizations.

Many of the suggestions in the Manual have grown from a study of the
returns frolm thousands of present users of radio ;cripts for many kinds of
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. . The ageless story of man's unending struggle for freedom"

teaching purposes. The authors of the Manual have also had the benefit
not only of a study of the "Let Freedom Ring" scripts, but also of the
broadcasts, through their electrical reproduction while the writing of theManual was in progress.

ME SPECIAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE SERIES

The Let Freedom Ring ! series is not casual educational material offered
here because of the novelty of a strange form. The series celebrates an
occasion and answers a need; it was written for a purpose, and broadcastin a historie setting.

This is the 150th year since George Washington affixed his firm and clear
signature at the top of a long columl of names which certified that at last
the Constitution was a living document. Congress has pasied a resolution

_providing for its celebration. Not since the War between the States has
the word "constitution" echoed so many times in the public press, rum;from so many platforms, appeared at so many dinner. tables. Events athome and abroad warn a careless world that fundamental civil liberties are
being quettioqed not merely in words, but in deeds as well, and in countrieswhich by long habit have enjoyed liberty too casually taken for granted,
people find suddenly the difference between freedom and th.e power of might .At home we are made Constitution-conscious. Devoted patriots quo.tethe Constitution for or against many measures. Selfish groups scuttle
unde ..° wings for protection against public indignation. Still others,impatient, cry, Away with it! without understanding what it is, or knowing
NVith what it might be replaced.

All the time the essence of that spirit which from 1787 to 1937 has madethe Constitution work, has lain unforgettably expressed in that documentitself, in statements which together are called the Bill of Rights.
These rights, with origins deep in the past, some in those very lands which

, today deny them. any place under' dick laws, erhbody immortal principles,too often forgotten or obscured in times orfbg, heat, and crises.
These rights for the most part are individual: What are they? Are theyso sicure -that we may take therri for granted? Are any of them in actual

peril? men suffer in this country today for exercising them? 'What didthey. cost, and hòw did they originate? Wilt society ever demand here, asother countries, that some of these be so limited that they in effect ceaseto exist? At any rate, they are.,rigts won by sweat and toil, blocid and steel,prison and torture, the travail .of whi6ale nations, and if they are in dangertoday, it is not so much from persecution as from sheer neglect.
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e
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20, 2P25, 27, 31
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i
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"Once only kings had the rights we enjoy today!"

LET FREEDOM RING! GOES ON THE AIR

Ect Freedom Ring! is a radio program built around these rights and the
questions they raise. It is the contribution of the United States Depart-
ment of the Interior, Office of Education, to the Sesquicentennial Celebra-
tion ordained by Congress. Here is, in brief, its story.

The series began on Washington's Birthday, Sunday, February 22, 1937,
. and continued for 12 Monday nights in half-hour programs from coast to
coast over 50 stations of the Columbia Broadcasting System. All the ex-
perience of the Office of Education with radio, and the services of the.
Columbia System went with it.

Olr rights under the Constitution were divided into 13 units. Each was
made the. theme of a broadcast, with a script that tried to carry to its listeners
the accuracy of history, the sweep of centuries, and the thrill of stirring
drama.

"Rights" are controversial material. What guards were thrown around
these scripts? The answer is definite. Research was conducted by Harold
G. Calhoun, scripts were written by Mrs. Dorothy Calhoun; each script
was given a searching scrutiny, and in stale "cases extensively revised by a
special committee of professional members óf the staff of the Office of Edu-
cation appointed for this purpose by the Commissioner, and composed of
C. F. Klinefelter, chairman, F. J. Kelly, M. M. Proffitt, P. H Sheats, and
C. S. Williams; finally, each script was examined, checked for authenticity,
and edited by a committee composed of Ben Arneson, Head of ¿he Depart-
ment of Political Science, American University, Washington, D. C., and
Herbert Wright, Head of the Departmeht of Politics, Catholic University,
Washington, D. C.

In addition, all broadcasts were checked by the broadcasting system,
which for purely business realons must preserve a national point of view on
all subjects. It is fair io assume that frám these Iscreerangs controversial
questions emerged balanced in *expression, yet sharp in preseritation.
Many thousands of letters which poured in from every section of the country
were evidence of the success of the series.

THE SIGNIFICANCE FOR EDUCATION
.sr

What does all this mean for the school and the community?
First, that the conception of the founding fathers of our civil rights under

the Constitution has been expressed in a new form, both aRthentic and
dramatic.
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. . Democracy wrested Our rights from kings!"

Second, that the vast audience of the air, the continental coverage of the
coast-to-coast broadcast, knew this program and liked it.

Third, that this material is available now to any school systeni, college, or
"Sadio station so that the work, begun on a general basis, may continue in
the local communityyour community. Moreover, the material is in such
a form that a school may adapt it to its own purposes, whether for study by
pupilsin a history class, for use as an assembly program, or for the elaborate
project of producing the series over the local broadcasting station as a corn-.munity enterprise.

The Let Freedom Ring! series offers us a new opportunity to aid in the
teaching of true democracy, freedom, and the art of living together under
the law, and of making progressorderly progress in this art.
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. Who May Use This
Manual and How ?

NI

Part II

TM/ MANUAL aims to make usable for school purposes the scripts
of the Let Freedom Ring! series and those techniques of radio

production which have useful implications for the schools and can hts
used to stimulate the learning process.

The.Manual deals with the actual broadcasting scripts of the Let Free-' dom Ring! series as follows:

1. Bill of' R ights.1
2. Trial by Jury.
3. Freedom of Speech.
4. Freedom of the Press.
5. Freedom of Worship.
6. Right of Petition.
7. Free Assembly.

8. Right of Suffrage.
9. Women's and Children's Rights.

10. Right to Patent.
11. Right to Habeas Corpus (Printed

herewith complete in Part IX).
12. Right of Freedom in the ome.
13. Right of Racial Equali

These programs were addressed in the beginning to an adult audience,
and the scripts may, then, be used in their original form for adult educationin the community; with suggestions given hèrewith, they should be adapt-
able to pupils in grades 7 to 12. The scripts ,are now actively in use in
college work. It is believed, therefore, that any of the following groups
will find helpful material in the Manual and in the scrifs, particularly in
the ways indicated.

A. GENERAL

.1. Local brcadcasting stations, for sus-
taining, noncommercial programs.

2. Little Theatre groups and dramatic
societies.

3. Service clubs, for special celebra-
tions.

4. Women's clubs.
5. CCC camps.

6. Young peoples welfare groups, such
as Boy and Girl Scouts, Camp Fire
Girls, and 4-H dubs.

7. Adult education units.
8. NYA units.
9. Patriotic societies.

10. P. T. A.'s.
11. Settlement Houses.
12

The 13 scripts, complete, with an introduction for teaching purposes iìiU classroomare obtainable in a separate volume eititled Bulletin 1937, no. 32, Let F Ring-Thirteen Radio Scripts. Copies may be ordered from the Superintelident f Docu-
ments, Washington, D. C. Enclose check or money order (or cash at the sender's risk)
with the orcler. Each script has production notes and suggestions for incidental musicattached, and is accompanied by lesson aids, and a bibliography. Price, 60 (TIM.
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. . Tour rights are yOur most precious possession"

B. COLLEGE

1. Radio courses: 4. History classes.
2. Dramatic societies and classes. Debating clubs.
3. Social, political, and economic 6. Teacher-training courses in radio

science. technique.

C. SCHOOL
1. The superintendent:

(a) To give new impetus to the teaching of the social studies.
(b) To cement relations between the schools and the community by

.2. The principal:

cooperative enterprises with group A.

studies.
(a) To furnish a new point of view in teaching history and other social

(b) To supply a center of integration for several departments which wish
to further a common prlect.

(c) To supply demands for programs for special groups such as P. T. A.'s
or parents' nights.

(d) To give new form and content to general, school assembly programs.

3. The classroom teacifrr:

(a) To use as supplementary material in Eliglish, art, music, home-
making, science, manual arts, and other subjects.

(b) To use directly in voice classes, dramatic instruction, debating.
(c) To use as basic or supplementary material in teaching history and

other social studies.
(d). To use as models for the techniques of script writing.
(e) To include in appreciation of arts courses which consider the arts,

new and oldtheater, motion pictures, radio.
The suggestions presented above are of proved practicability. Most of

them have been successfully applied sotmewhere in the United States, using
other scripts prepared by the-Office of Education. This Office, has during
the year beginning October 1, 1936, sent out through its Script Exchange
65,000 copies of scripts to ipproximately 1,700'clifferent groups. Replies
to questionnaires now ciri file in the Office, give an interesting picture of
the use of these scripts in a multiplicity of situations.

Radio broadcasting and radio scripts arc, of course, accepted teaching
iniplements in the most varied school situations. They are used in large
cities and small cities, big schools and little schools, in Airal sjariotindings
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. Your rights are part qf tht law of the land"

and in the metropolisin fact in the kind of place you are in. Examp.1( 1from the files of the Office make interesting wilding.
Educational radio in its most complicated rrm, the local broadcast, fLisbeen used in Terry, Mont., where the lo.cal high-school group traveled200 miles to a radio station to put on their play. Siloam Springs, Ark ,Lamar, Colo., Lakeland, Fla., Jeffersonville, Ind., Orland, Calir., art.random communities represented in the files, with, of course, most of till.large citiés of the country. Many school systems use the facilities of thelocal broadcasting station every scho.ol week in the year.
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Part III
The Let Freedr Ring! Series
for General Classroom Use

A. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS \
ANY NEW METHODS or materials prepared for tht classroom can atablish
themselves only as they* prove practical. New ideas usually crowd those
already in use; to bt adopted they must justify themselves. as'better than the
old, and must prove practical in the sense that they can be used economi-.

cally, and will produce measurable results of educational value.*
The scripts of the Let Freedom Ring! series are offered bn this basis.

In Part IX is a sample script with specific lesson aids and a bibliography for
one of the 13 scripts, that on Habeas Corpus, for use in high-school classes
in history, civics, .and other social studies.- These and similar aids for all
the scripts have been prepared especially to reach out to the teacher where
he worksin the class, with his boys and girls.

The administrative problemthat is, the fitting of the teaching material
into the school program and scheduleis another matter, and the following
suggestions are to the point. All suggestions are not applicable to every
school. Some schools may not see a way to adopt any. On the other hand,
it is hoped that all are practical under some conditions, "and that super-
intendent, principal, orteacher may find the outline helpful in stimulating
a search for procedure applicable to .his own situation.

Then perhaps it is necessary lo sAy a word to any teacher thinking of
teaching with tlw help of these scripts. Why should Let Freedom Ring!
series invade the classroom in the form of radio scripts? How can radio
be justified-in its frequent mention for educational purposes? Perhaps you
may test it by the criteria suggested by the. implications of the following
facts:

It is universal. It talks to nations and to continent and needs only acommon tongue to reach the whole world.
It employs the psychology you need for successful t ching. Pupils are

interested in it, and they are moved by it, every day in th year. The radiolives only by utilizing these factors. It can motjvate your ork fOr you:The riclio script is a purposeful and ingenious instrum t to carry out itsobject. It is-a new art, rather than a jumble of old es. It deserves astnuch consideration as any new formsay the sho tory, which was in itsday, and that not so lo . :o a new form of ex ion.
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. . The struggle for freedom never ends! "

The radio industry is a vocational development distributing in all of it,
ramifications hundreds of millions of dollars annually. As it prospers, somr
old vocations may decline. The school is interested in new ways of earnim7
a living.

If then, ybu are inclined to accept radio in the school, there are two more
4aluggestions:

Visit your local broadcasting station, and get acquainted at first hand
You will learn more in an hour's observation and questioning than in

,clay's reading. ,

If finally you become enthusiastic, be temperate in your use of this
vehicle. Neither attempt too ambitious a prOducrion, nor take too
much time from your established course of study. Do not be too dicta-
torial about form, terms, or technique. Overemphasis is as fatal a
neglect, and only the expert 'on the job can give an authoritative
opinion about current practices. No one knows radio in its future.

B. 'ADAPTATION OF THE SERIES TCVARIOUS CLASS USES

I. LET FREEDOM RING ! SERIES IN WHOLE OR IN PART, FOR USE IN THE
SOCIAL STUDY CLASSES

Lesson aids for each script, as Was said above, are given in the volume
entitled "Let Freedom Ring !Thirteen Scripts." A sample -of these is
printed in part IX of this Manual. Here, then, we propose only some
questions which tend to orient the material in the curiiculum.

In which year should the series be used'

In the junior high school, in the ninth grade, as part of the civics or social
problems class. In the senior high school, in the problems of democracy
class, offered at different levels, but usually in the eleventh or twelfth year.
If this course does not exist, in the American history class, either where'the
Constitutional Convention is being taught; or at the end of the course.

How long should it take?

Each script is rich enough in content to repay such time for study as the
class can spare. Three days4or one script is about a minimum. It little
time is available, it is probably better to stiidy fewer scripts than. to study
them all too hastily. ,
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Ground that is lost must be regained!

To what extent is the class bound by the radio form.'

It need be but little, perhaps only tht reading of the dramatic sequences
by members of the class. If conference groups are formed and each is
assigned a scene from the script, thry may conduct short 'rehearsals on
their own initiative. Natural emulation will usually produce some good
performances which will be contagious. The radio at home gives free
training available to all.

What advantages have. the radio scripts as collateral material?

Novelty arouses curiosity and interest. The fact that the scripts are
realhave hkd a coast-to-coast hook-up on a great broadcasting chain
enhances Weir v-ilup"to themodern boy or girl.

'Do cross:secisiiiial attack on a subject is excelleilt for orientation and a
sense of continuity in history.

These scripts aim at teaching a specific thingcivil liberty not so ade-
quately treated elsewhere.

Can the work be tested and graded'

The scripts lend themselves well to objective tests. The lesson plans
provide for plenty of other exercises, all of which may be evaluated as
easily as any other work.

Must the whole stiies be given?

No. In fact, there is a variation in value for certain purposes. Some
are more dramatic than others; some have more local application; some may

into current events' better. If time is at a premium, the series may bç
listed in order of vAlue to you, and taken in class in that order, using as
many as you choose.

May the series be used merely to supplement die regular course?

Certainly. Many teachers may find this the only practicable use in their
situations. Even here the lesson aids will be of real value.

Can you suggest, for theyoung or inexperienced. kacher, a way of getting the class
started on one of the scripts?

The following may prove helpful:
Provide h scripts so that each member of the class may have one.

They may be duplicated at the school, if enough copies cannot be purchased
in the usual way.

Go through the script with the class.

. .
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. . . Each generation must re-win its rights"
aft

Let such questions as'may arise about radio technique come up for dik-
cussion. Ttiey are evidence of good healthy curiosity, and will help mott-
vate the lessons. Appoint volunteers to secure answers to such question .

as do not find a solution in the knowledge of the teacher or some membe
of the class.

Go through the script to clear up pronunciations and vocabulary. Discus,
the. introduction to the script.,

If the ability of the class allop, assign parts and read the script as dra-
matically as it can be read. If this is not feasible, read it with the class a.
you would any text. Carry on the usual class discussion.

Referring to the "Lesson. Aids," distribute "activities" and "discussion
and debate" as the abilities of the class allow. Assign a day sufficiently in
advance to allow the pupils time for the.special reports in class.

Evalua,te what has been taught. The customary paper, the essay type of

test, or an objective test, may be used. If you use the last, a simple phi:
and minus test of about a hundredikuestions may be constructed to be

administered in 20.minutes,,and corrected on the spot by the class. Other
kinds of 'objective tests, of course, may be employed, depending on the
teacher's own desire.

ft

I LET FREEDOM RING ! SERIES AS SUPPLEMENIARY MATERIAL IN LESSONs

OTHER THAN SOCIAL STUDIES

[The Rights of Women and Children, Script 9, and Freedom in the Home,
Script 12, are recommended as suitable for study in -the classes considered under
section II.] -

persónal free m, and it i's hoped that in whatever supplementary Uses may

41The primar interest in these scripts is the intrinsic value of the lessons on

k made óf them, this factor may not drop out of sight. They have, h.cni:-
ever, in common with other scripts, possibilities fór collateral use, and some
suggestions as' to theie arc given here for the benefit of those to whom this
series is their first introduction to radio material.

Orientatiön of the teacher

) In Speech and Drama Classes
p.

A teacher of speech or dramatics using for the first time the techniques of
the Let Freedom Ring! script should take some pains to adjust his point
of view as for a new subject. Here are a few suggestions:

alb
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. . Our gitakst menace is inertia, ildifferenct, and intolerance"

Analyze a script as a modd

The scripts of this series are neither perfect nor final, and 'they are only
one form in which scripts can be written. They do, however, present the
result of a cooperative effort of professional script writers and the produc-
tion department of one of the world's largest radio companies. Moreover,
judged by the critical standards of commercial radio, they were successful
in accomplishing their purpose, and were rated, on the basis of audience
response, as one of the best sustaining programs offered in 1937 by the
sponsoring company.

Your analysis will reveal, among other things, that
(1) The ear is allimportant.
(2) Time and timing have a new and exacting significance.
(3) Narration, action, and transition are the three fundamental

elements.
(4) Scenery and setting are supplied wholly by music, sound effec.ts,

and incidental oral description.
(5) No vacuum in sound is tolerated.
(6) There is a special vocabulary and technique.
(7) Form is flexible to the greatest degree.
(8) The slogan is "Maintain interest, or die !"or be tuned out, which

is the same thing.

These considerations will lead you to think that the radio script is not a
play, a story, or a scenario, and you will want to4teach it as a new form of
expression, a radio script.

Study production at a broadcasting station

You are considering the radio script as a topic undeitdramatics. Pro-
duction is wholly different from 4stage production and you will 'want to
know about it first hand. The local manager Will. be pleised to put }rou
in toilchrwith the details of'his techniques.

Organize your teach* of (radio scripts, no matter how little time you may decide
to gwe to the topic

Eventually you will probably put the radio* into your course as one of
the regular topics for consideration, not, only as an implement, but for 4
its own sake because of its social significance. Bin at any rate, wheiber
for the present you plan to teach it for a day or for a month, orgafiize
the lessons so that they present a ,logical whole. Consider what you want
to emphasize, how class Can best take advantage of the content, and 7

[13]
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. . That noblest cry known to man, let freedom ring! "

teach intensively whatever you decidg upon'. Casual teaching can produc
only indifferent results.

Application in the class

Use real situations. In having a script read, put the readers behind
screen, or in another room with the door open. From the beginnine
the visual is out of the picture.

Utilize their present radio background. The radio set at home is avail-
.able for "home work," infinite in variety, and loaded With interest. _Any
major broadcasting company will gladly furnish printed matter describi.ntf
programs which you will find suited to class study and criticism.

Divelopa-the "fringes" of your class. Your class may coothin member
not stiited to the apparent purposes of that class. The radio script of
Let Freedom Ring! will interest the fellow who can make the hörse-
and buggy drive up, using a couple of wooden blocks, a roller skate, and
some gravel; and the girl who can, and will, write a better dialogue.
Employing the interests you may develop, everyone will absorb more of
what the class was designed to teach.

e Produce at least one script before the microphone. The microphone
may be only a dummy, or it may be connected with the public addres;
system of the school, or. it may be at the local broadcasting station. But.
'only by the production of the radio play can the coordinated results of
all your teaching be made real. The class can find out how 'competent
It ls.

Skills, attitudes, and apprecialions

"Voice personality." The vexing problem of awkward body and plain
face disappears on the radio. It offers the-student a new and valuable
assetsometimes called "voice personality"useful in every walk of life.
In fact, a better medium for teaching.,v9ice is hard to find. It is the only
recourse of the radio actor. Radio motivates the development of that
skill which can find, for instance, the most interpre.tations in saying the
simple word, "Oh!" s.

fr

Diction. The first phase of diction is enunciation, commonly so neglected
that even professional actors leave something to be desired in this respect.
The second phase is pronunciation. Pupils are quia to realize that a doubt-
ful pronunciation over the air will bring in scoris of critical letters. The
radio motivates strongly both phases of diclion.

Characterization. Phaiacterization involves a psychological study of
the way other peopisi think and feel which has important implications in

[ 14 ]
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. . . Eternal vigilance is still the price of liberty! "

V

the social attitude of pupils. In. the script, characterization is not only
magnified in importance, but it must be conveyed by the voice alone.

Cooperation. Group effort may result from staging a play.' Sometimes
it does not. The hair-trigger nicety derrianded of a radio presentation by
a professional broadcasting station is a never-to-be-forgotten lessOn in
cooperation.

Miscellanbeous exercises

The teacher of speech will find the microphone a useful implement in
stressing rhythm in speech; rapidity, to enhance excitement or emotional
stress; slowness, for calm and serenity; and 'the achievement of snulothness
in the change of style.

Tone quality involvinvariations of Pitch is another essential factor.
In fact, the cast must -45r=lelected on this basissince it is the listener's
cue in .dialogue.

Breath cohtrol is.. a 'microphone necessity. The pupil can hear for him-
self that every gasp wild wheeze is magliiitsd through the loud speaker,

. A suggested farm of exercise or examination in the technique of speaking
before the microphone is a mock "sidewalk broadcast" in which pupils

. may be called without warning to the microphone, and answer unexpected
questions. if tests involve a real wicrophone, results should is judges ao
the loud sf6eaker, which should constantly be used as a cri*rion in Ill
exercises.

Teacher aids

The teacher will find in part VIII, a useful list of books, manuals, and
the soiirces of supply of records,. music, and other production -as ids for the
Let Freedom Ring :ei-ies. Your local broadCasting statiod can be of
invaluable assistance. .

.. e

a g
IN In English Classes

1

[Script 11, The -Right of Habeas Corpus,:iespite of its legal sounding name, is,

suggested as one qf the best scripts for study by Pm English class. It is printed in
part IX qf. this Manual.]

die

Orientation of the teaches

The-radio script is intrinsically valuable material. English courses have
grAnted ,a somewhat reluctant place beside the essay, the novel, poetry,
and the drama to the short stoiy, journalism, and the scenario. The

[ 15 ]
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6 . The ageless story of man's unending struggle for freegdorn"

radio script may reach at one effort more people than the others combine( E

Is it noi our task to set up some critical judgments among the audienc(
of the future? Can we do this better than by classroom study of the scrip.,
both for analysis and as creative work the two classic methods of teachin
literature?

The teaching approach implies a study of the script like that of a modern
play. At first it may seem a jumble of exposition, narration, episode, ques-

.

tion, dialogue, and drama, with odd sounds and scraps of music thrown in
I t must be studied from the point of view of purpose. Unlike many literary
productions, it had a purpose, and fulfilled it, for this particular script
brought response fay mail which indicated that millions of people spent 3(1
minutes listening to it.

In this connection, reference to section (a) page 12, may prove suggestive.

Application.in the class

The script is a stt18y in construction, not an pral reading lesson. It lends
itself to the same teaching technique as a pla-y;but cannot be read aloud to
advantage in the usual manner. See the foregoing section with reference
to the speech class.

Point out the importance of research. All pupils may know why King
John used a quill and not a pen, but what kind of voice did Lincoln have?
Is Drink to Me only with Thine Eyes c6rrect as a song for Charles I to
sing? Would the phrase "your honor" addressed to an English judge be
right or wrong? Why "pot of ale," not "glass of beer?" Would Lincoln
quote a humorist in a cabinet meeting? When they realize that a bit of
dialogue may require hours, or even days, of reading and inquiry to insure
its accuracy, pupils will have a new respect for the script and for the uses
of scholarship.

Point the class toward writing original scripts. As composition is not to
make writers, put to develop criticism- br creation, so the writing 'of simple-
scripts is one form-of teaching critical judgment of this kind of expression.

A few suggeslive exertises and application

_ Vocabulary building. The notation and connotation of words like
writjubject, citizen, sire, absólutismmake your own list.

The relation of the script to other forms of expression.
The uie of classics on the radio.
Recreating in short scripts some of the great figures and scenes of literature

which the class has already studied.
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"Once only kings had the rights we enjoy today!"

Dramatizing school problems by original scripts.
Script writing as a vocational possibility.
The subject matter of the Habeas Corpus script as essay materiat

(c) In Miscellaneous Classes

The most natural way of employing a Let Freedom Ring! script in
classes other than those already mentioned is as a contribution of each
department to an integrated program, or to a school or community broad-
cast. Individual teachers, however, may want to use it as special material,
or because the cooperation mentioned is out of the question. A few sug-
gestions, to which the ingenious teacher may add many others, follow:

The music class (see music notes in part IX)

Music as ascreator of emotions. The script constantly employs music to
ptAt the listener into tune with the mood of the play. This attack sppplies
interesting motivation for the appreciation class.

Music and the story of the nations. In radio, music often takes the place
of scenery. Yankee Doodle, Dixie, a polonaise, or an English ballad serve the
script as setting. The selection of original musical settings from works
of the masters by the pupils for one or more of the scripts would supply an
unusual motivation for a class in the history of music.

The techniques of using music as background or transition in a script.
Terms like "up and out," "fade," "under," imply a great deal of skill and
the keenest response to conducting. The teacher wishing to get better atten-
iion for his baton might well set the class to a study of radio practice. Any
broadcast will serve as a master lesson for this purpose, and class work will
make it real.

Interesting units of work are suggested directly.by the scripts of this series.
For instance, "Music and Patriotism7 would trace the influence on national
life of music in all ages, and the vocafandinstrumental units could illustrate
by giving a concert made up of selected examples. The teacher will find
periinent suggestions in the music notes following each script.

The' occupations class

The total organization necessary to bring a script of Lei FiTedom Ring!'
through the loudspeaker of a radio set offers a fascinating field for voca-
tional study. Broadcasting itself in all of its râmifications spends several
hundred millions a year, and already outranks older vocational categories
in opportunity.

[17]
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. . Democracy wrested our rights from kings!"

A general attack on the problem. There are so many possible attack
that only a few suggestions will be given. A simple outline follows:

(1) Analyze the industry for jobs:
Technicalthe engineer, the electrician, and all the steps in between
Editgrialselection of programs, wrWng of scripts, censoring fo:

suitability.
Productioncasting, music, sound, rehearsing, putting on the air.
Commercialpersonnef, advertising, financing, national, and foreig

connections.
Researchcoverage, listener reaction.
Serviceall the jobs incidental to the above, from typing to house-to-

- house canvassing.
(2) NVhat do the jobs demand of you? Personal qualifications, training.._

age limits, and other such information necessary if you wanted to work in
radio at the jobs implied in your outline.

(3) What do the jobs offer you? Wages, salaries, security, health condi-
tions, and all the other .criteria familiar to teachers of oCcupations.

Using the script itself. The class' may make a list of each job suggested by
the script, page by page, and report on the opportunities each offers. On
page 1, for instance, they would find: The local station announcer, the
national announcer, the script writer, the musician, the sound man, the
director, the actor, and so on, depending upon their imagination anci the
direction of the teacher. A lesson period of this sort might be the start for
a study of the industry.

The manual arts class

Sound contrivances will make an interesting unit in your shop and offer
endless play for ingenuity. A pamphlet on the production of sound will be
found listed in part VIII.

The appreciation of arts class

This general course, increasingly popular, will place radio peside the
motion picture and the theater in the survey of the arts. The Let Free-
dom Ring! series may be used as an example of dramatic and educational
radio.

The science class

"From microphone to loudspeaker," or any part of that journey, will
make a unit of general science, or of physics, timely, practical, and rooted
in the pupil's curiosity and interests:

V... r
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4 4 Tour rights are your most precious possession"

In other classes

A radio script may be used as a starting point for projects or as a topic for
'development. Teachers sliould, however, avoid legitimate criticism that
artificial use is being made of a radio script as supplementary material.
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Part iv
The Let Freedom Ring! Series
for Integrated Class Work

[script 11, The Right of Habeas Corpus, is recommended cs a good mode,
for experimentation in this field. It is printed as part IX of this pub-

lication.]
Integrated class work means here simply the simultaneous cooperation otvarious teachers and departments around a central project for a definiteperiod of time.
The objed: To teach the right of habeas corpus as it affects American free-dom, and to enable pupils to apply its principles to their attitude towardgovernment.

The implement: The script on Right of Habeas Corpus, and, ultimately.a broadcast, either real or mock, of this script.
The group: Any class, or combination of classes, above the eighth-gradelevel, which can work together long enough to accomplish the object.

A. ORGAMZATION
1. The school

Junior high schools are frequently organized so that groups of pupils remainsubstantially in the same sections throughout the. day. This Vs ideal for ourpurpose, since each teacher may take from the usual recitation period what-ever time is considered good for the project.
Small high schools, where fewer than 10 teachers comprise the faculty, mayenroll their whole student body in the project. One administrative deviceis for the duration of the project to shorten each recitation by 5 minutes.The time accumulated may be put into a period at the end of the day,which, as pupils and teachers betome enthusiastic, will be carried intoafter-school hours.
Other high schools may use the extracurriculum period, the home-roomperiod, or undertake the project after school, just as they would the produc-tion of a play,.except that teaching in the classroom is an integral part of theprogram suggested here.

2. Departments or activities involved

English, speech or dramatics, music, manual arts, guidance, home eco-nomics, art, social science, the school library, and the home-room.

[ 20 ]
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. . Your rights are part of the law of the land"

Class time should be used only when the project can contribute something
to the class. Since this contribution varies in value from subject to subject,
teachers will vary in the use of class time for the project. Some teachers may

te all the time to the work during the project, and the dramatic teacher
robabIlr must, but others will use only so much as yields adequate returns

in their subject fields.
An essential element is the forming of a committee of all the teachers in-

volved in the project, and frequent meetings so that each may take his part
in the work. The group is concerned with a teaching situation, not merely
with a show, and cooperation will yield rich rewards.

B. ACTIVITIES SUGGESTED

NoTE .An expanded outline of activities for certain departments may be found in
Part III. Some of these are repeated here in otip to convey the pkture of the program
as a whole. b

ARRANGEMENTS BY DEPARTMENTS

1. Speech or dramatics

Analyze the script for casting. Analyze group for assignment of parts,
remembering that voice is the criterion. Work out necessary adaptations of
script for the English department to rewrite. Plan production. Rehearse.
Produce.

2. :Social studies

Use in as much detail Is time will allow the Lesson Aids provided for
teaching this scriPt. By 'giving a part of the class time each day to it, thè
lessons may be made to extend to about the period necessary to stage the
script.

3. English

The English clastmay undertake any literary adaptation of the script
that the committee thinks is necessary for school presentation. Naturally
this is a job for the abler pupils of the class. The teacher may lead the
dass into a consideration of the script as a form of literary expression,
referring to the suggestions in Part III. This again may Aake part of the
class time for the duratiofi of the project.

Oro

4. Af usic

The music department has one of the important tasks, since musk is a
component of the stage presentation. It may use orchestra, choral groups,
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. . The struggle for freedom never ends!"

piano and voices, phonograph recordsaccording to the resources of the
kchool. Fitting the music to the requirements of the production is a chal-
lenging task. The localproadcasting station can be of great help. (Sty
Part III, and music production notes, Part IX.)

5. Occupations

The occupations class may use this opportunity to investigate the voca-
tional aspects of the radio field.

6. Manual arts

The production of the sound effects may be the business of this class.
In addition, the mechanics of the stage production will naturally fall to
its lot.

7. Home economics and art ot
t.

These pupils have an interesting study in the home life of the periods
concerned in the script. For instance, costumes in England in 1215, 1651,
1789, for both men and women, and as much as is thought desirable of
the ev9lu(ion of the home, its furnishing and equipment.

This study will be necessary, of course, in the designing and making of
costumes for the stage production, if one is forthcoming.

8. The library

The librarian will work out reference material for all of the classes men-
tioned, going beyond the school resources if necessary and possible.

He will also secure and keep on file for ready reference the appropriate
publications from the Government or from other sources, which are help-
ful, a list of some which may be found in the bibliography of this Manual.

The bulletin board and the folders will carry also clippings, both current
and of the past, referring to civil liberty in the aspects pertaining to this
script.

,A

9. The home rooms

A The home rooms will prepare the school as a whole, which presumably
enrolls many pupils not directly involved int the production, to understand
and appreciate it. The home room also may induce enthusiasm by letting
those taking part describe their activities.
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. . Ground that is lost must he regained!

C. THE CULMINATION

FORMS UF BROADCAST

1. A broadcast of the production over the scho4public-address system

The presence of the address system would argue that a school is familiar
with the problems of broadcasting. It.the present enterprise is somewhat
more elaborate than usual, however, a visit of the cast to the nearest broad-
casting station would be of great help. When no visit is possible, a careful
study of some of the aids mentioned in the bibliography will prove of
assistance.

A dress rehearsal and better, several of them, with the criticism coming
from listening at the loud speaker, is essential to a smooth performance.

2. The mock broadcast

Somç schools have tried to simulate from the stage the situation of having
loúdthe audience appear to be listening to a speaker. A dummy loud

43eaker occupies the platform. Behind a screen which repay allows sound
to transpire, the cast, music, and sound effects perform, all out of sight.
This ariangement requires some skill, but can be very effective. Limita-
tions of the stage which require differeht diipositions of the music or.some
other feature, arc usually understood and alLowed for by the local audience.

The second, and more usual form, is the broadcast as it would be seen
at one of the auditoriums of a New York studio, with a dummy micro-

,
audiencephone, all the paraphernalia of the broadcast in sight, and the

out front. This makes a popular form of entertainment, and is an excellent
way of securing an adult audience for the lessons of the "Habeas Corpus"
script. The more pupils that take part, the better, since it is a well-known
fact that mother and father will come to see Johnny or Mari do anything,
even if it is only to act as librarian for the music.

The teachers in chiarge will not forget, of course, that procedure good
enough for a play will not do; since parts are read, there is little acting and
everything depends on the expression of the voice, and the timing of the
music and other elements. Again a visit to the local studio and the hints
of its director will be helpftil. He might even consent to direct the dress
rehearsal.

D.' THE FOLLOW-UP

Lessons, 4'know, are not completely taught until there is some review and
some evaluation of results. The Let Freedom Ring! series is emphasized as
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. . Each generation must -win its rights"

teaching material, and it is fitting that some evaluation result, whether it
comes from the pupils or from the adult audience.

Each class that has participated in the project should on the day after
the stage production or the broadcast devote a meeting to a discussion from
the point of view of its own participation. To this should be added the
reaction of the class to the script as a lessoh in American freedom. Essays.
short tests, or some other means mav employed to give point to the
summary.

The home room may have a general discussion which will reach all
pupils. The general effect of the project as a school activity may be brought
out, and thdse who took part will naturally enliven the discussion.

Thret kinds of evaluation material may be considered. The general
committee, or better, a committee of pupils, may prepare a short objective *I'
test to be given in all home rooms after the performance. It may be that
a questionnaire would be more useful, the purpose being to get information
for guidance in planning future programs. Secónd, a quéstionnaire may beprepared for adult audiences whic h maV have attended the performance,and the results collected at the closes This should be simple, anonymous,
uncontroversial, prepared by the principal with his knowlédge of local
conditions. It max try to secure the reaction of adults to the program and
its message, or merely to stimulate thinking, however brief, about the pro-
grams. At some of the broaficasts in the New York studios this kind ofthing has been done frequently. Third, a deliberate survey of the rom-munity reaction may be attempted by having pupils take home a carefullyplanned questionnaire, to be brought back for analysis at théschool.
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The Let Freedom Ring! Series
in the School Auditorium

Part v

THE ACTIVITY of the schb1 auditorium ranges from nèar idleness
to daily use as a c1assrooiì in -auditorium projects. In general,

however, the following are the common uses of the auditorium in the
junior and senior high school:

1. The daily or weekly program at school assemblies.
2. Exercises in celebration of special daysWashirrgton's Birthday,

Lincoln's Birthday, Constitution Day, and others of the kind.
3. Uraduation exercises.
4. Meetings a adult groups connected with the school, such as the

Patent-Teacher Association and the Mothers' Club.
5. Preparation and production" of school broadcasts.
6. Dramatic, musical, debating, and other activities which need stage or

platform accommodations.
7. The auditorium class, which utilizes the auditorium all day as a

laboratóry, a practice common in junior high schools.
8. Radio clubs and guilds.
Schools which are resourceful in utilizing the auditorium to the greatest

advantage will need fe'w suggestions here, but it may be helpful to those
responsible for auditorium planning to apply Let Freedom Ring! to a few
situations as samples of what may be done.

A. THE AUDITORIUM CLASS IN
JUNIOR klIGH SCHOOL

The scripts are probably better suited to the ninth grade than to the
seVenth or eighth. Moreover, it is likely that the production of a whole
script is too heavy a task for the auditorium class.

Since the auditoriurri class is a laboratory, the approich to title series
may be its use as a model for the writing of simple scripts pertaiRing to
appropriate and timely subject matter. If the class has a course composed
of fixed topics, a short script about one or more may be the sociLized con-
tribution of the study of radio. To keep within the field of the series, for
instance, the class might write and perform a series on the history of its
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. . Our greatest menace is inertia, difference, and intolerance"

home State. If one of the functions of the class is to provide school pr( -

grams, scripts oti any topic, such as elections conducted by the student go\ -

ernment association, or the celebration of Thanksgiving, may be writte.T1
and presented as real or mock broadcasts:

The particular -value of the script in these classes is that it supplies ne\\
motivation; offers drill in valuable life skills, such as diction; is elastic as .1
unit, since it may be made as short as desired; and utilizes a large numbcr-
of the class and a variety of itsjkalents. The radio at home and at school
offers excellent correlation *wigisli0 situations and a chance to develop
critical judgments. The perfected seript is very acceptable, because of it;
relative novelty, for final platform presentation, even as a mock broadcast
Without any radio equipment.

Much educational broadcasting inclines toward a technique now widely
departed kohl. If the model of Let Freedom Ring ! is followed, more
modern *rariants will be induced.

Without attempting to give a detailed outline, .the following are some
suggestions as to how a teacher might proceed in studying Script 2, Triid
by Jury, with an auditorium class:

1. Tell the story ofIthe events in the script as a narrative to the class;
explain meaning; teach vocabulary.

2. Distribute, copies of the script to the class. Have them analyze it
by (t) findingoand identifying all the dramatic inteiludes; (b) discussing
how the anriouncei and the narrators, called "voices° aid in forwarding the
action; (c) discussing the use of music throughout the script; (d) discussing
the use of sound and how it might be produced; (e) talking about the
part the broadcasting company plays in the series, why they do it, how
they tell if anybody listens, and such matters.

3. Compare this program with others actually on the air, both by tile
school receiving set and those in izolpils' homes.

This comparison should, of course, be made with comparable progranv,
not with musicals or programs merely entertainirig.

4. Have the ciciss visit a radio station if there is one in your communii) .

If there is not, you will probably find at least one pjpil who has some
first-hand knowledge of a station, or some adult may fill in the breach.
As a last recourse, there are books in the f)ibliography which give the
picture. Of course, you, as a teacher who keeps in touch with new develop-
mentsohould yourself get acquainted as soon as possible with broadcasting
by theloersonal study of as large a station as your localietY offers.

5. Let the class propose situations about which they would lilce to write
a script, select a simple plot and let them go ahead.

[ 26 ]
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C C

. That noblest cry known to man, let freedom ring! "

6. Produce the script, criticize it, and proceed to- write others until the
process is no longer useful as an exercise. Production is, of course, a com-
plicated matter, demanding care and time.

Schools which have auditorium classet trained in the writing and pro-
duction Of radio scripts have provided themselves with a 'new implement
for the teaching in the assembly of the innumerable lessons in school spirit,
patriotism, local government, social problems, international cooperation,

. and the thousand and one things which are taught better by thé appeal to
interest and emotion than by didactic methods.

B. THE OCCASIONAL SCHOOL ASSEMBLY

The En lire Series

1. The series may be used in all of its 13 units as a succession of assembly
iprograms.

In undertaking this, due allowance should be made for putting on a worthy
.production. Two weeks is the minimum needed for a production, and
a month is better. If it is still desired to keep to a schedule faster than
this, the diffiallty may be overcome by having several casts working at
the same time. The cast which Las the next pegformaKe may then have
the benefit of observing the current one, and successive improvement
may result.

\Do not allow. anyönc to stage a script who is not willing to make the
prepaiations necessary in getting acquainted wit broadcasting as some-
thing different from the customary forms he has been staging. Poor
results arc likely to condemn the future value of the radio script for your

, school.

.1 Single Script

2. If onty one script is desired for production, then selecting some
suitable occasion will both give point to the broadcast and help, celebrate
the occasion. A script like the Bill of Rights would be excellent for
Was

nstant
Birthday.

nstant emphasis has been placed on the obligation of utilizing the
presentations as teaching. This consideration would dictate that we
prepare our audience of school children for the stage plboduction, and make
some evaluation afterward. The suggestibps already given are applicable
for this work, but it is felt they should not be neglected. (See Production,
in Index.)

a
a
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Graduations

3. Motivating graduations has been the subject of a good deal of dis-
cussion-lately, Snd niumbert &stimulating ideas have arisen. We suggest.
that a mock broadcast of one of the Let Freedom Ring! scripts woul
make an original and acceptable graduation program. If youi. school I.

adCpt in radio work and there is a local station which will cooperate.
may be possible to broidcast the entire program. In places where there
only one high school, it is probable thai there would be sufficient audienco
intèrest so that the station would welcome tç idea, from the point of view
of its desire to serve the community, for a sustairiing 'program.

. . Eternal vigilance is still the price of liberty!"

Graduation wolacibe more meaningful if it were a genu% project.
On this basis, the real or mock broadcast may be prepa r on substan-..

tially the sable splan.as describéd in part IV for an,.integrated unit. Tilt%

English clar might attempt the rewriting of a particular sctipt to include
some feminine. parts. Some of the scripts are fineydramatic material, but

I do-tot have enotigh feminine voices to use enough giAs for a welhhalanced
graduation program. In fact, any amount of revision is possible, provided
that in it the technique of the broadcast as revealed in tlr script as a model.
is retained. An entirely new script, preserving only the general purpcige
of this series, would be a fascinating project for the class.

AI

Debating

4. Every script contains chalknging controversies, suitable for Nntintr,
into debating fprm. It would enliven the debating society if it Flit, on the
series, using perhaps only selected dramatic sequences, as the preliminary
iko each of the meetings for a season, then conducted debates on set or
spontaneous topics suggested by the broadcast. A study -of the seript be-
forehand would enable the leader to give out a list:of thought-provoking
resolutions for each meeting. The Right to Patent, SCript 10, is especially
good as debating material.

41k..
C. MICROPHONE CLUBS OR RADIOi GUILDS

More than 200 radio clubs have reported to, this Office. Their functions,
as revealed in these reports, Vary from mere4; fifinlin'ggood program's for
pupils to listen to, to the equipping of school building with receiving sets
and public-address systems; planning the complete programs to go over the
air; and publishing a newspaper to publicize the project in school and com-
munity. The back cover shows a few groups in action.

The Let Freedom g! series supplies a good reason for the establish-
ment °of radio dubs or in schools which have not already experimented
with this sort of activity. After the guilds are once formed, and the exper-
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. The ageless story of man's unendink,strtiegle for frerdom"

..ence of the program is behind them, the .member's may o on to other
activities, and to permanent usefulness foil- the school.

The club in its complete develbpment may have several committees or
derartments to utilize a wide variety of abilities among its members:. The
(ngintering cómmittee may be subdivided to cover all the mechanics of the
program. The committee has charge of writing and editing of
:cripts and of papers or magazines printed or mimeographed in conneCtion
with the club. The publicity committee advertises the b, its prOrarns,
and the interests of radio in generat. The produc n committ puts the
)rograms on the air, after cast selection, rehearsi and otherarrangernents
conntacted with ie actital broadcast. .N secretarial committee takes charge
of typing of scripts, correspondence of all sorts, and the preparation of
printed matter. A public relations committee rn?y make connections with ele-
ments in the community interested in using the school . . s acilities
P. T. A., the Chamber of Commerce s none societies, tile Commù-
nity Chest; the departments of ity or town z2vernment which have mes,
sage§ for the sche or d e the cooperation o( the school in taking their
messages to the.com itv- at large. Once funçtioning, there is little doubt-

.

that the guild would make a permanent place for itself as one df the most
useful of extracurriculum activities.

11,

It is important not to organize such a club with aims beyona the abilities
of the group to carry out, The org'anization should he built around the
members, not the membeTs around the organization.. Too ambitious a.pro-
gram will surely wreck the whole affair. Do not plan the whole series of
brOadcasts for the first effort. Choose one, modify it to the resources ,rou

_have at your commafid, and spend enough time to get acquainted with all
the difficulties of the project. Radio bickground must be filled in before
pupils or teacher can hope to succeed with a new art like that o1 the broad-
cast. It may be wise as a beginning merely to order such books from the
bibliography as ygur resource4 allow, and spend a considerable amount of
time studying the problem academically before going into actual production.

Material for the future broadcasts of the club, aside frtom original scripts
at the school, is available in the 100 scripts of the Script Exchange of the
Office of Education, United Statés Department of tile Interior, Washington.
More than 6,0030 of these were given out all over the world in 1 year. A
catalog and a silk copy of any script may be 'obtained without charge- by
applying to the Exchange. Schools may reproduce scripts as they desire
without chargr.

Correspondence and affiliations in some form with other clubs in yotir 41
vicinity will add interest and usefulness to all the organizations concerned.
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"Once only kings had the rights we enjoy today!"

D. ADULT GROUPS

The school must in every community provide on demand programs for
meetings of the various adult societies more or less closely connected with
thie life of the school. In offering such groups Let Freedom Ring! as a real
or mock broadcast- for their progrms, two purposes may be served: Tht.
program chairman may secure novelty and interest; secondly, a group oF

ad4lts may be lead to greater use of their home radio sets in tuning in pro-
grams of educational value, as well asbthose broadcast for purely amusement
purposes.

It is suggested that before offering a script as a program for one of thesr
meetings, it will be wise to go to some trouble to acquaint the president of
the organization and the committee which has the responsibility of the meet-
ing with the history of the sèries, and with the care which has gone into the
editing. . An understanding ahead. of Firesentation will tend to disarm any
criticism from those who object to the public discussion of controversial
subjects.

Adult groups may be served in two ways: The school may t.ake over the
whole responsibility for the production or the broadcast may be a joint en-
deavor between the adults and the pupils. If it is not advisable to mix the
actual cast, the school may take over the direction, music, and sound effects,
with adults acting before the microphone. In the latter case, unless .tf;ere
is an experienced director among the adults, the teacher in charge will use
a great deal of diplomacy in orientating the performers in'the requirements
of the microphone. They will have to be taught most of the same things as
the scilool class, or the performance will not succeed.

4

E. THE SCHOOL PUBLIC ADMESS §YgTEM AND
ITS OPPORTUNITIES

The microphone of the school public-address system is, 'of,,c1irse, the
natural environment the Let Freedom Ring! series. ÌKoreover, the
presence of the equipment in the school has several implicati6hs: The school
is modenrin equipment and-outlook; there is present some teacher who is
more or less skilled in microphone technique; the community is somewhat
radio-conscious or it would not have provided the facilities; and there is in
the sthool a nucleus of pupils who have used the broadcast in one form or
another. All these things are valuable in attacking a niw radio program.

Each school has its own policy abbut the use of its internii.public-address
sysfena, but the following suggestions may befitimulating:
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C C
. . . Democracy wrested our rights from kings!"

1. Form a special unit for the broadcast of the °Let Freedom Ring!
series. It may be the nucleus of a school radio guild. This unit should in-
clude all the various kinds of persons whose tàlents will be required for the
purpose. This very fact will enable you to include the scholarly, those
pupils whose chief aptitudes are in manual arts, and the artistic pupils who
specialize- in aesthetics of various types. The business details, such as
typing, supplying props, arranging for the. handling of the "mail," the
reactionsvof the school listenercall for still another kind of school talént.

21 Do not hesitate to adjust the scripts, by cutting and modification, to
your time and other requirements. Adding characters, deleting narration,
revising announcements, will all be necessary, and provide good practice
in radio education. The essential is to preserve the form, even if. it .is in
miniature.

3. Test all sound effects, music, and dialogue, by the microphone.
Sounds do not all come out as they seem to go in, and every effect should be
listened to by the director, and by preference, by the rest of the ca.;t, or
by the alternate cast if two or more are used, before being adopted as
satisfactory.

4. rf the series is being presented in an abridged form week by week, save
the best-of the 13 from your point of view, and plan to give a full-length
broadcast as a climax of the series. This can be publicized, and a double
audience. providedthe pupils in their usual stations, and a specially
invited audience in the assembly hall.

Seek the cooperation of the nearest local studio. If your job is well
enough done, you may have the opportunity to put on your show over the
air, and thus serve both the school and the 'community.

A
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Part VI

The Let Freedom Ring! Series as a

School and Community Project

THE LARGEST AUDIENCE for Let Freedom Ring! may be secured b%
using the facilities of the local broadcasting station. "Local' is

liberal term, for there ate on record towns which regard any_station within
200 miles as local, and have traveled that far to put on a broadcast by thr
school.

Reports show that station managers are glad to cooperate with schook
in putting on broadcasts, but that they like to be sure both of adequate per-
formance and an audience. One station in Minnesota arranged for 25
high schools from all sections of the State to write and broadcast a serie
going through most- of thc year, and the station printed a special report
giving an enthusiastic account of the results. (See Here is WCCO, in
Bibliography.)

The fact that Let Freedom Ring! has had a national production under
radio auspices will reassure the station manager that the material is suitable
for his.purpose. Education about the Constitution.appeals to the general
public as a constructive effort. Any community effort which unites the
adult Population in any considerable numbers with the schools in a com-
mon enterprise is appealing to the school. Wryh these facts in mind, let us
assume the desirability of the schools in conjunction with the community
presenting The Right of Habeas Corpus over a local station in a town
fairly representative of general conditions, which we may call Center City.

Center City has an enthusiastic civic club called the Center City Chamber.
eager to promote the interests of the community. The city has no radio
station of its own, but is within 50 miles of Station PKAX which solicits
advertising from local merchants, and is building up its prestige in every
way it can. Should Center City have its own station, the problem is
simpler, but Terry, Mont., worked out its plans with a station 200 miles
away.

In presenting the following outline, it is not intended to imply that organi-
zation within and outside the school should not be simultaneous. If any-
thing, the school should be organized first.
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. . Tour rights are your most precious possession"

A. ORGANIZATION OUTSIDE THE SCHOOL

1. Mr. Wilt;ur, the superintendent of schools, has lunch with Mr. Stan-
ton, president of the chamber, and Mr. Wilkes, the editor of the loca*rper.
They decide that the city would like to share in making the fundamentals
of the Constitution widely understood, and would be the better for a clearer
understanding of personal freedom, and agree to back a radio presentation
oilirThe Right of Habeas Corpus. The story of the series has been put
before the group by Mr. Wilbur.

2. Mr. Wilbur, who has been elected chairman, visits the PKAX station,
and finds that the manager, Mr. Jones, will lend its facilities if he can be
assured of a good production and a wide hearing.

3. The four men then enlarge their committee to include a leading pro-
fessional man, aR industrialist, a merchant, and representatives of labor,
women's organizations, and the clergy.

4. This general cominittee has about 6 weeks before the broadcast is to
take place. It divides its labors into as many headings as it needs, but they
may be about as follows;

a. Press and publicity.The pre runs stories of the coming bEga ast,
using plenty of names, which always have news value. It also headlines
current news involving topics relating to Ihe Constitution and the subject
of the broadcast.

Window space, automobile bumpers, and other display surfaces for post-
ers and placards are made available. The school art department supplies
some 11%,ertising material, and some is printed by donation.*

The radio Itation makes timely announgements over the air.
(b) Women's cooperation.Through their representatiVes, the women's

clubs are invited to cooperate.
(c) Men's cooperation.The charpber emphasizes the occasion at their

monthly luncheon, perhaps providing a speaker on the Constitution, or on
the radio in education.

Other men's organizations are brought into the movement.
(d) Produaion,This. committee keeps in touch with the school and the

station. It offers aid in such matters as providing adult members of the
cast, if some suitable voices are not fpuncib at school; arrangei transporta-
tion; supplies material not aV-iniTle at the school.

(e) Audience reaction.With the broadcasting, station, which is familiar
with the problem, some means of securing listener reaction is worked out,
and material supplied which will enable listeners to follow up at home the
subject of the broadcast.
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. . Tour rights are part of the law of the land"

B. ORGANIZATION INSIDE THE SCHOOL

1. Mr. Wilbur knows that the high school must by custom present certain
public performances each year. He sees his principal and key teachers
explains the radio project, and findsithat they will welcome this new ad-
venture in dramatics.

2. At a faculty meeting, each cl*partment accepts responsibility for part
of the project. Committees for the handling of every aspect of the en-
terprise are formed among the pupils, since in their interest "and activity
lies whatever eduCational gain they may make. The school group looks
somqhing like this:

Committee on
Publicity within school .

Script .

Music . . .

Production .

Direction . . .

Composed of

. Editor of school paper and corps.
Group from senior English class.

. Leaders from the orchestra, band, and glee club

. Groups from the scjence, manual arts, and com-
mercial classes.

. . Dramatic club.
Business management Known student leaders from

whole.
Each of these committees will, of course, have its faculty sponsors.

the school as the

3. Under the personal leadership of Mr. Wilbur, the school group now
visits the radio station. There the time of production is agreed upon, and
arrangements are made for each committee to have the opportunity of
learning its duties as ther relate to the station.

Mr. Wilbur and the station manager take pains to impress upon the
pupils, and upon faculty representatives as well, that they are engaged in a
busiziess enterprise, and that every requirement of the station must be
scrupulously lived up to.

Mr. Wilbur has gone' personally to the station, because ori this link in the
chain hangs his final results and the possibility of future broadcasts. He.
sees that the school system may gain by'using the radio to educate the public
in school matters. His skill and diplomacy not only will produce dividends
in themielves, but will also set the tone,for future interviews of members of
the school. group with the station.

4. The school staff will now send for any production aids they require,
especially the Radio Manual, Glossary, and Sound Manual (see Bibliog-
raphy) and proceed with the production.

too
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. . The struggle for freedom never ends! "

5. Schools used to staging productions for the public will know well
enough the duties of the student committees outlined, but one or two
may be welcomed in view of the fact that this is a radio productio

The script will have to be adjusted to the time allowed by the station,
to modifications in the announcements, ancLperhaps to changes in the casts.
The direction and script committees may work out ,The changes desired,
and then the script committee do the rewriting. This is a.skilled and in-
teresting job for bright English students.

Sound and music suitable for almost any effect are usuallAvailable in
the library of electrical transmission records at a radió station. They may
be resorted to if the school cannot solve a particular problem, but the
greatest gain to the students is, of course, in accepting the challenge of
supplying these from their own resources. It is better to have music only
from a chorus and a piano supplied by students than from a symphony
orchestra on a record, and for two reasons: The students learn by doing it,
and the audience is increased by pride of local participation. Station
directors have a high respect for the ingenuity and ability of high-school
students when they are on their mettle.

The school will gain if it engages as a whole, while the broadcast is in
preparation, in some of the activities described under "Integrated Class
Work" in part IV.

(;. RESULTS OF THE BROADCAST

The broadcast should -have several marked effects.
1. In the community. Better public understanding of how the Consti-

tution affects our personal freedom.
New bonds between the schools and the community.
i. On the broadcasting station. Encouragement to the radio station to

cooperate with the schools in other productions, either of the same kind,
or in ways the superintendent may have had in mind for some time.

3. On the school. The lessons of habeas corpus well learned. Stimulation
of teachers and pupils by new methods and material.

The arousing of new interests among many pupils, including the whole
range of academic ability, from high to low, because of the novel problems
in the application of radio to school work. The vocational interest may

,--prove strong and have a great variety of appeal.
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. . Ground that is lost must he regained.'"

D. PREPARATION AND EVALUATION OF
THE BROADCAST

1. In the community, the work of the general committee is sufficient
preparation for the broadcast, but some evaluation of it should he
attempted.

The chief factor in this.is listener resOmse. As already suggested, tho
general

,
committee will have devised some means of having listeners com-

municate wi.th the station. In addition, real letters of wholesome criticism
should be encouraged in the announcement, and these may be studied
carefully for guidance in the future radio policy of the school. Newspa-
pers, a vertisers, ra io, and t e motion. pictures consi er t t One 1tcr
represents a definite ratio of public response, and in the otion-picture
industry, for instarice, stars are demoted or have their sala ies,raised partly
on this index. The station can advise in the problem setting the index
fo4r this program, and thus provide a means of gaging public reaction and
the probable total of the audience.

2. For the school, an outline- of preparation and evaluations is given at
the end lie section on integrated class work, part IV. The fact that
the who oject is a lesson bot on the Constitution and on cooperativr
endeavor add 'radio technique s what interests the school, and whether
the le.sson" is learned is of cons uence to the school.

OTHER SUGGESTIONS

Should the school for any reason find it impracticable to stage the local
broadcast, yet the superintendent of schools and the civic leaders consider
Let Freedom Ring! too good a program to pass by, it will be helpful
to note that the following agencies have put on broadcasts over local
stations in various parts of the country: The studio group of the local
station; a little-theater group; Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, Camp Fire Girls,
and 4-H Clubs; NYA units, and CCC camps, women's clubs, service
clubs, patriotic societies. It may be that one of these groups is available
locally and this Manual might be handed to the person in charge.

Another possibility is suggested by the custom in some localities of having
"drama festivals"the presentation of several one-act plays by several
schools :in competition with each other. By using Let Freedom Ring!
scripts over the air, each school may present a different play, yet of ap-
proximately the same content and form, and the award for excellence
may be made by the votes of the radio audience.
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. 'Each generation must re-rein its riOts"

The drama festival usually comes as a result of elimination among
numerous schools of a county or State. The wide participation of many
schools before the first elimination would bring the lessons of Let Freedom
Ring! to a large group in the form of ¡mock broadcasts. By the time of
the final radio presentation the production would be assured of 4 large
audience and a keen interest. Probably no better way of arousing the
interests of a community could be found.

4
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SS Part VII/
The Let Freedom Ring! Series as

Regular Lessons in Social Studies

in City-Wide School Broadcasts
11,

a

MANY CITY SCHOOL SYSTEMS broadcast lessons in specific subject,
N. which are received on loudspeakers in school buildings throughout41=1111

the system, in classrooms as regular work. These lessons feature prepara-
tion for the broadcast by the classroom teacher and her pupils, using ma-
terials supplied by the radio teacher, and the follow-up after the broadcast
as a testing device. Cities like Rochester, Cleveland, and Detroit have de-
tailed programs on the various subjects of the curriculum. Others, like
Providence, use the radio once a week on general topics which run in series.
Local broadcasting stations provide the facilities. The Let Preedorn
Ring! series may be used in this 'situation 'in two war:

A. BROADCASTING THE SERIES IN THEIR ORIGINAL FORM
AS RADIO DRAMAS

This enterprise entails, planning and hard work, since each script requires
the attention and detail of a separate production. Perhaps these suggestions
may be helpful:

1. When a school system is large enough, have each of 13 schools take
complete responsibility for one production. If the first few productions
are not particularly well done, experience and rivalry will 1-apidly improve
the quality.

2. If a sMall number of schools is availablelet us say fourlet them
rotate in their presentations. A sclool can stage a production in about
a month, and each successive production will be easier.

3. Although the material is dramatic in form, the radio department
should use the same program of lesson preparation and evaluation as it

would for a series in science. The Lesson Aids will be of material assistance
in preparing the requisite outlines.

[ 38 a
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. . Our greatest menace is inertia, indifference, and intolerance"

B. BROADCASTING AS A SERI-F4 OF LESSONS USING THE
SCRIPTS AS iENTS

1. The radio department may treat the scripts as if they were regular
textual material.

The pattern for using scripts as textual material is usually already set in
the school systems which employ this method, and no attempt is made to
alter the pattern or tó° present arguments as to its usefulnéss. Good exam-
ples of this pattern are offered by the broadcasts of subject matter in Cleve-
land or in Rochester, descriptions of which may be found in the appropriate
volumes in the Bibliography.

For the benefit of those school systems which are not familiar with this pat-
tern and might like to consider it for adoption, the following general charac-
teristics are given:

A "master teaceher" is in charge of workinq out the individual lesson. If
he were teaching a Let Freedom Ring ! script, he migth, first, send to the
teachers in the individual classrooms which are to receive the broadcast
material for the Preparation 41f the class on that script. This preparation
might well follow the suggestions in part III for teaching a script in the
social-studies class. Secondly, he might issue instructions w the teacher. for
the conduct of the class during'the broadcast. These might include the mak-
ing of notes, the writing of questions, and the recording of personal reac-
tions, emotional or intellectual. Thirdly,. he might supply helps for the
teaching of the broadcast after its reception, and a set of tests for the pupils,
which the teacher would adrhinister, and the results of which he would
record and report.

The broadcasting teacher, then, is supplying a model lesson to numbers of
schoolrooms at the same time. This teacher decides on the subject matter
for the lessons; writes or supervises the writing of the Lesson Aids and thé
evaluation material; sets the pattern for class conduct during the broadcast;
and presides at the microphone himself. It is obvious that to some extent
he supersedes the classroom teacher in initiative, and that common recep-
tion at a specific time' may interfere with the rest of the teacher's schedule of
work. In spite of these limitations, this system of radio instruction is suffi-
ciently advantageous to be the prevailing use of radio education in numbers
of school systems. The Let Freedom Ring ! scripts may be used as the
basis for this kind of lesson. In school systems where, because of curriculum
and other requirements, the introduction of new material by individual
teachers. is somewhat hard to achieve, the above method may be of direct
assistance.

[ 39 ]
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C4 That nohlist cry known to man, let freedom ring.'

It will probably he desirable that each pupil in the classes involved should
have a copy of the script. These may be purchased through the reglidar
channels or may be duplicated by any school system. No permission for
duplication is necessary.

2. Should this scheme be ádopted, the radio department will proceed as
it would in teaching any other subject over the radio. Both the de.partment
and the teachers will find the Lesson Aids helpful, and thee may be dupli-
cated locally wjthout further permission.
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Part' viii

Bibliography

A. HISTORY OF GENERAL BROADCASTING

Tha Thing Called Broadcasting, by Goldsmith and Lescarboura. New
York, Henry Holt & Co., 1930. 362 p.

A history of the radio industry, entertainingly told.

B. HISTORY OF EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTING

Education of the Air, edited by Josephine II. MacLatchy. Ohio State
University, Columbus, Ohio.

A series of eight yearbooks of the Institute for &fixation by Radio, which present the
proceedings of the Institute's annual meetings. Togethet they sum up the story of
educational radio in-all its struggles and various phases, including actual practices in
schools and colleges. If only one report is consulted, the latest will give the reader a good
picture of educational radio ioday.

Listen and Learn, by Frank E. Hill, American Association for Adult
Education. New York City, George Grady Press, 1937. 248 p.

Thii book gives a good summary of the progress of educational broadcasting from the
beginning to the present time. Difficulties both from dale point of view of thei educator
and of the commercial broadcasting company are fairly presented, and many questions
which have occutred to the lay reader are answered.

Airways to Learning. School Life, 22: 299=-300, June 1937.
A brief account of 'he Radio Project pf thc Office of EdUcation, under whose auspices

the Let Freedom Ring! series was conceived and produced.

C. PRESENT PRACTICES OF SCHOOL AND COLLEGE
IN THE USE OF RADIO

Radio in the Principles and Practices. By Margaret
. Harrison. New York City, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1937. 275 p.

The iuthor, now radio consultant for the Progressive Education Association, and
formerly connected with the investigation of radio education, TeacVrs College, Colum-
bia University, discusses radio in the classroom, based on 3 years of experimentation in
10 schools. The first part of the book jut:fob:its methods of using radio programs in the
classroom; the second part suggests units of work in which radio plays a part.
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60.

. Eternal vigilance is still the prire of lihrpty!"
.1

Radio, the Assistant Teacher. By Ben H. Darrow. Columbus, ohio, R.
G. Adams Co., 1932. 270 p.

The author, foundei , and director of the Ohio School of the Air, gives a brief histon
of the Ohio State-supported radio educational project, and of general educational broad-
casting. He goes into some detail about teaching various classroom subjects on the air,
and is helpful because he quotes practices which have actually been .carried out.

Education h'y Radio, monthly bulletin of the National Committee on
Education by Radio, S. Howard Evans, Secretary, 1 Madison Avenue,
New York City.

4

This bulletin gives Nation-widc reports on current practice in school and college, and
is a valuable clearing-house for radio education.

Education by Radio, a Proposed Syllabus for a Teacher-Training Course, also
issued by the committee just ment. 1937.

In suggesting how a teacher should ,bc trarned, the bulletin gives what the author
believes to be the radio background a teacher eager to use this implement should possess.
The pamphlet has an excellent general bibliography on educational radio.

,

Here is WCCO, an illustrated bulletih -of station WCCO, Minneapolis,
Minn. 1937.

This.bulletin is quoted to shoW the amount of cooperation which may be 'expected of '
local stations under favorable conditions. It describes how the statipn enlisted 23 Minne-
sota high schools to write, cast, rehearse, and produce, a series of 23 broadcasts in
dramatic form on "Safety on the Highways."

Radio in Developing Instructional Program's, Bulletin 95 of the Department of
Public Instruction, Harrisburg, Pa. Pennsylvania Currictiluii Studifs,
1935. 31 p.

This bulletin contains some very practical 'outlines, suggestions and references, many
of which arc directly applicable to usual classroom situations.

D. PRODUCTION AIDS AND SOURCES OF SUPPLIES

s Handbook I of Broadcasting, by Waldo Abbott, Director of Broadcaging
Service, University of Michigan. New York City, McGraw-Hill Book
Co., 1937. 424 p.

This bobk is replete with information about everything concenung radio except engi-
neering problems. For reading or reference, it is valuable to 4ny one desirink the
background of the radio field.

Handbook far Amateur Broadcasting. By Pauline Gibson, Scholastic ?Ali-
cations, Chamber of Commerce-, Pittsburgh, P..1937. 58\p.

The material in this handbook is a cimCise attack upon the aryaniz'ation.of,arnstur
rasijo groups and their problem of prodtkction. Its con&nts originated in ihe radii) Work-
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" . The agekss story of man's unending struggle for frerdom"

shop of the Office of Education, held in conjunction with thc 1936 Summer Session of New
York University, and reflects both the common problems which this group oe teachers
and others brought to the workshop, and the practical -solutions obtained from cOntact
with the great broadcasting systems, and the experts who were their instructors. This
background makesit useful to beginnersin radio.

Radio Ahnual, Rádio Project, Office of Education,' Washington, D. C.
This pamphlet gives in si'mple terms the dinections essential to the productión of a

radio broadcast by.a school group. It is essential to those not familiar with radio tech-
niques, and in conjunction with assistance of the local studio, should enable the school to
stage a broadcast with good results.

Radio Glossaf)1, Radio Project, Office of Education, Washingtoh, D. C.
This booklet gives thc teChnical "slang" which has beCome the common language of

the producing studio, and which it is necessary to know to simplify cooperation between
school and radio station.

Sound Effects, Radio Project, Office of Education, Washington, D. C.
Simple iristructions on how to produce scores of sound effec4 in common use. From

the effects described, the ingenious pupil can go on creating manyiginál ones of his own.

ADDITIONAL PRODU&TION NOTES

Simple production aids are printed at thé end of each script
Suggestioris as to musical effects, sources of music, and musical recordings

are found at the end of each script.
Electrical reproduction records of all sorts of sound éffects, music, and

other kinds of production material are usually on file at the studio early
local broadcasting station, and may be available if the focal management
desires to cooperate.

New types of recording machines, purchaseable through the us com-
mercial channels at a moderate cost, are now on the market wher by any
production may be instintly and without further preparatibn perpetuated
on phonpgraph records. These records may then be replayed in schook

. too small to stage a production, used for classroom purposes, or serve any
other purpose desired. The program is recorded with high fidelity, and
may be replayed as many as a. hundred times from the same plate.
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PORTRAIT OF PATRICK HENRY
Perhaps no one symbo!izes freedom for Americans hater than Patrick Henry, who, at a time when
such a choice was no empty phrase, said, "Give me liberty or give me death," His very expression

. in this portrait is a challenge to tyranny.
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Sample Script, Lesson Aids,
and Production Notes

Part Ix

THE FOLLOWING PAGES contain a sample of a script, its lesson aids,
production mites and music hints.

Script 11, The Right of Habeas Corpus, is presented as the sample.
A school desiring to produce it as a stage or radio presentation will need as
supplementary material, according to its experience with radio scripts some
of the publications mentioned in part VIII.

The complete voiume of 13 scripts, illustrated, with separate lesson aids
and notes for each script, is available from the Superintendent of Docu-

s,ments, Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C. Bulletin of the
Office of Education, 1937, No. 32 at 60 cents each. Any script may be
duplicated for educational, noncommercial purposes.

o
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LET FREEDOM. RING!

SailSail thy best, Ship of Democracy!
Of value is thy freight, 'tis not the Present only,
The Past is also stored in thee!
With thee Time voyages in trust, the antecedent

nations sink or swim with thee,
With all their ancient struggles, martyrs, heroes,

epics, wars, thou bearest other continents;
Steer thou then with good strong hand and wary eye, 0 helmsman

thou carriest great companions. . . .

WALT WHITMAN

THOUGHT

FACTS-FACTS-FACTS

A PYRAMID OF LEARNING
BY ROY W. HATCH

To the author's way of thinking, there are three levels in the learning
process. Facts are basic in this process, and yet they amuseless if
we do not do something with them. They must be lifted to the next
higher levelThought.

As unto the bow the cord is,
Useless one (facts) without the other (thought).

But there is still a higher level than either of these. What is the
ultimate purpose of all fact-finding, of all thinking? The answer is,

[ 46 ]
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of course, Attitudes. The great significance of this last levelatti-
tudeslies deep in our very make-up, for facts tend all too quickly
to evaporate; thought-processes leave very indefinite traces; but
attitudes remain! They become a part of us. They color all we
t hink, or say, or do. We are our( Attitudes! Yet how can we hope

.to have right attitudes unless we think straight with the right facts?
First, then, find the facts;
Next, filter those facts;
Then, fuse the facts;
And, lastly, follow the facts.

The lesson-aids of the 13 scriptsa study of our American Bill
of Rightshave beén organized on the basis of the pyramid of the
three levels of learning. The FactsIntroduction and Activities:
ThoughtDiscussion and Debate; AttitudesWatch this spot!

In the wórds of Professor Milliken, a great American scientist:
"Mankind's fundamental beliefs about the universe and his place
in it, must in the end motivate all his activity, all his conduct."

We are our beliefs; we are our Attitudes!'

To the Teacher:

"Now we are engaged in a great civil war, testing whether that nation
or any nation so conceived and so dedicated can long endure." When
Lincoln uttered these immortal words on the battlefield at Gettys-
burg, he and many 'others prayed that thevtest of free government
then in progress in America would be the last. The great opponent
to the northern interpretation of the issue, Robert E. Lee, shared this
same hope. Lovers of free government everywhere have had little
difficulty in agreeing on the goal to be achieved, but they have often
disagreed violently upon the methods of attainment. A.4c1 the para-
dox is that during the contest on methods, the very freedom for which
both groups strive is too often lost.

We are constantly engaged in great civil conflicts. Truly has it
been said that each generation must rewin its rights. But today,
thanks to education and the rights already won, are there not better'
ways to settle these conflictithan the older way of war and bloodshed?

The contemporary challenge to teachers is without precise prece-
dent. The task of instilling in the young mind the sine qua non of
freedoman interest and vigilance where his rights and duties are
concernedis worth our best efforts. Through a picture of the
growth of the American Bill of Rights we have the grand opportunity
of breaking down the "taken-for-granted" attitude which character-
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izes so many who have never known real oppression. This study
gives us the rare pleasure of developing the happiness of knowing,
which in this case may well be the necessary safeguard to future Ameni -

-can liberties.
It has truly been pointed -eta that governments are like clocks andrun from the motion men 'ye them. They must be wound periodi-

cally by an enlightened vi ance. "Eternal vigilance is still the price
s of liberty . . ." This is the challenge to those who teach.

The teaching aids for these scripts havi been chosen to bring out the
desihble attitudes toward and essential knowledge for understanding
of the struggle to define and insure an American Bill of Rights. This
presentation can be used either as a prelude to the study of Civics in
the ninth grade or in the study of the Revolutionary period, its causes,
events, effects. Other obvious u"ses in the classroom need not be
pointed out to any teacher of social studies.

For those schools whose curriculum aims at integration, this study
should offer an opportunity to fuse activities and subject matter. A
wide variety of theme material as well as a broad approach to much of
our most significant literature can be found. The dramatics depart-
ment, quite obviously, Can find here projects of real worth. The
science department, domestic arts, and other departments will find
much of interest to them in many parts of the scripts and teaching aids.
A cooperative ipplach, with the object of integrating and fusing our
teaching efforts, can be limitless in value. See Part IV of the Manual.

41.

To the Student:
Were you ever arrested? Suppose as you read this, the door is

thrown violently open, an officer appears, and for no apparent reason
grabs you by the arm and ushers you into a waiting patrohwagon.
You are taken to a jail and there are thrown into a cell. No appeal
on your part brings any explanation more than the fact that someone
has given orders that you be imprisoned. What would you do?

Can you worship as you please? Let us imagine that you are in the
Church of your choice. The clergyman in charge is leading the service
which has become meaningful to you when suddenly the sanctuary is
"raided" by a battalion of soldiers. The congregation is taken before
a magistrate and you are amazed to find yourself being fined and
imprisoned for worshipping in a way not permitted by the authorities.

Are you a traitor? Perhaps you have a grievance against the con-
temporary leaders of goveinment in Washington or in your own State.

[ 48 ]
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You decide to rise in a meeting and voice your sentiments and while
you are doing so are arrested for treason.

"But," you say,"none of. these things could happen to me! I live
in America !" But they are happening elsewhere. People in a large
part of the world today cannot read, write, speak, preach, or pray
without the consent of some autocratic political 'authority.

No way is f3rovided which is better than, history to give you an
understanding of the reasons why you enjoy thissfreedom in America.
In the study of these 13 scripts, witich present in dramatic form
your rights under the Coirstitution, you get an understanding of their
great significance in the past, their important place in the present and
the necessity of preserving them for the future. Many men and
women suffered and died that you might enjoy these rights. They are
your greatest heritage. Look them over one by one, study them
thoroughly, and guard them carefully, for they are indeed and in truth
priceless treasures.
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LESSON AIDS

For Script 11

"The little weapon of a sheepskin writ has often withstood the rage
of kings." The name of that writ is Habeas Corpus. Translated
freely it means, "You may have the body," but the longer Latin
phrase in which these two words appear states: "You are commanded
that you have'the body of the prisoner in court, that he may be dis-
posed of." It is, as you see, an order of the Court to the one in charge
of a prisoner to produce him that inquiry may be made into the reasan
for his imprisonment.

What does a man own if he 4es not own the right to his own body?
The instinct of self defense id so inborn that it is often 'called the
first law of nature. In savage states a man fights with tooth and nail,
club and stone, to defend his person. In civilization, he fends off
those enemies who would jeopardize his personal safety and freedom
with the little weapon of a "parchmenLwrit."

The term "Habeas Corpus" may sound legalistic and uninteresting
at first, but any study of the significance of this right will provv to you
that this "sheepskin writ" can tell a colorful story. Have Sou not
often seen the term in the newspapers? Behind it lies the story of
man's long struggle for legal protection. Read the story of King
John at Runnymede in such a book as Green's, "Short History of the
English People," and you will see haw it all began in a "tent on the
Thames." 1215 was a great date in American History. Why? Can
you name in order the Stuart Kings and tell something of each one
of them as far as the Divine Right of Kings is concerned? Do you
think they truly believed that "the King can do no wrong?"

We are told in the Constitution that "the privilege of the writ of
habeas corpus shall not be suspended unless when in cases of rebellion
or invasion the public safety may require it." Do you see wisdom in
this provision? What might be meant by the expressi9n, "the excuse
of public safety?"

I. ACTIVITIES

1. Write a "Who's Who" for this study in which you include:
(a) Sir Edward Coke. (c) Charles I. .

(b) Hubert de Burgh. (d) George Jeffreys.
2. From the script, construct a dramatization of the Five Knights

making their appeal for the right of Habeas Corpus.
e Special report: Investigate the story of Judge Jeffreys and his

[50]
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"Bloody Assizes" in the days of the Stuart King James IL Present
your findings to the class.

4. Special research question: Why do you think the Dr. Manette
incident was given so large a place in the script? Where was the
Bastille? What were Lettres de Cachet? In the light of history
of tile Bastille, is the story overdrawn?

5. Study the abuse of Habeas Corpus during the Reconstruction
Period of our nation's history.

IL DISCUSSION AND DEBATE

1. Class exercise: The Tom Mooney Case. Let four Members of the
class impersonate four lawyers discussing the question: "Has Tom
Mooney had a fair trial?"

2. What is your interpretation of the phrase, "Due process of Law,"
as stated in the 5th Amendment to the Constitution?

1. Do you consider that Hubert de Burgh was a loyal subject to his
king? Does he give a new interpretation to the word loyalty?

4. "There is a narrow strip of waterbitter and blackthat forever
separates England from the Continent." Is this as true today as
it was in the days of Hubert de Burgh?

5. "The King can do no wrong!" What was the basis for this state-
ment?

6. The script closes with this statement: "Like all our other liberties,
this right to habeis corpus changes its aspects with the changing
times." Today what can be done (1) to keep the cherished right
of Habeas Corpus from abuse by gangsters and other public
enemies; (2) in case of martial law during strikes and public dis-
turbancm, (3) to prevent the third degree; (4) to prevent its use
against unpopular minorities and racial groups?

7. A debate: Resolved, that Abraham Lincoln was justified in suspend-
ing the right of habeas corpus during the War Between the States.

III. WATCH THIS SPOT !

1. "When authority is forced to grant liberties it tries to nullify
them." (Script.)

2. King Thutmose III, of Egypt, 1500 B. C.He appointed the Chief
Judge of his kingdom with these words of instructions: "Mayest
thou see to it for thyself to do everything after that which is in
accordancé with the law. Thou shalt punish a man only after
thou hast let him hear that on account of which thou punished him."
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REFERENCES USEFUL FOR THE LESSON AIDS

The following works of reference will prove useful in working with
the Lesson Aids. Although the list is general, no work has be( n
included which does not serve some particular purpose, and the reader
will often find *special reference made to one of these volumes.

ENCYCLOPEDIAS AND OTHER WORKS OF REFERENCE
Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia.

t Junior Encyclopedia Brittanica.
The Book of Xnowledge.
The World Book.
The New Wonder World Series

(volume 7)

The America .

World Almanac.
The Statesmen's Year Boo4.
Reader's Year Book.
Reader's Guide to Periodical

Literature.
The Dictionary of American

Biography.

GENgRAL READING
The Federalist. Edited by H. C. Lodge, Houghton, Mifflin & Co., 14oston.
The Critical Period of American History 1783-1789. John Fiske, Houghton,

Miffin & Co., Boston.
An Economic Interpretation of the Constitution. Charles A. Beard, Macmillan

Co., New York.
American Government and Politics. Charles A. Beard, Nfacmillan Co., New

York.
American Government. Frank A. Magruder, Allyn & Bacon, New York.
American Commonwealth. James Bryce, Macmillat Co., New York.
g6cial Civics. William B. Munro, Macmillan Co., Aew York.
The American Government Today. F. J. Haskin, Washington, D. C.
Select Documents of U. S. History 1776-1861. William McDonald, Macmillan

Co., New York.
.The Chronicles of America Series. Yale University Press, Néw Haven, Conn.
Históry of the American People. David S. Muzzèy, Ginn & Co., Boston.
The Epic of America. James Truslow Adams, Harper & Brothers, New York.
Short History of the English People. J. R. Green, Harper & Brothèrs, New York.
Short History of the English People. E. P. Cheyney, Ginn & Co., Boston.
Selected Readings in English History. E. P. Cheyney, Ginn & Co., Boston.
History of England. S. R. Gardiner, P. F. Collier & Sons, New York.
The Real American Romance. Edwin Markham, editor, W. H. Wise & Co., New

York.
A Book of Americans. Steam & Rosemary Benet, Farrar & Rinehart; New

York.
Americanization.

Los Angeles.
The Federal Comiention (A dramatizition). 'Margaret Porch Hamilton, Leonia,

N. J.

4
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D. Bogardus, University of Southern California Press,
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Fo lkwayli. William G. Sumner, Ginn & Co., Boston.
Pageant of America. Yale University Press, New Haven, Conn.
The Fathers of the Constitution. Max Farrand, Yale UniversityOress, New

Haven, Conn.
The Framing of the Constitution. Max Farrand, Yale University Pres, New

Haven, Conn.
The Story of the Constitution. Hon. Sol Bloom, U. S. Sesquicentennial Com-

mission, House Ace Building, Washington, D. C.
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LET FREEDOM RING!

This program is a product of the United States Department of the Interior, Office of
Education, Washington, D. C. The script remains the property of the Governni, ni
and must not be sponsored commercially. It may be duplicated for fitly educatioh al

purpose without further permission.

30-MINUTE SCRIPT

Text of Script 11

RIQHT OF HABEAS CORPUS

ANNOUNCER
VOICES
ATTORNEY SMITH
KING JOHN
HUBERT DE BURGH
SIR THOMAS DARNELL

BY HAROLD G. CALHOUN
AND

MRS. DOROTHY CALHOUN

[Footnotes on page 78]

CAST
LADY OF COURT
KING CHARLES
JUDGE JEFFREYS
MR. LORRY
LUCIE MANETTE
DEFARGE

DR. MANETTE
LINCOLN
Alien, Official,
Lawyers, Judges,
Counselors,

ft. Ghosts.

Music [Patriot.it fanfare . Roll of drums . .O

Built tot.]
4Three strokes of great bell.]

ANNOUNCR [Dramatically.] Let Freedom Ring!

Music [Chorus and orchestra in s s sor41 de,dicated
to radio idea of program with sound of sonorous
bell worked into orchestration.]
.[At triumphant finish of sang, orchestra segues
into soft backround music for announcer, bell
motif still softly heard.]

so
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ANNOUNCER [Over.] Once only kings tad the tights you
enjoy today! Democracy wrested these tights
from kings and gave them to, you! These
rights' are now a part of the law .of the land!
Celebrating this 150th Anniversary of our
Constitution the . . . (local group) and the . . .

(local radio station) present the ageless story of
man's unending struggle for freedom. Tonight
we consider another of our blood-bought Bill
of Rightsthe right of Habeas Corpus.

Music [Up and out.]

Sound [Telephone bell.] [Receiver off.]

SMITH Hello. Yes, this is Attorney Smith . . . oh
yes, Mrs. Ellis; what can I do for you? . . .

Thsave arrested your husband! Great Scott,
wha for? . . r What do you mean, "you
don t know"? Didn't the officers have á war-
rant? Didn't they tell him what the charge
was? . .t . Day before yesterday! And he's
been in jail ever since without bailor a hearing?
Why, this is an outrage! . . . I don't wonder
you're excited, Mrs. Ellis, but don't worry too
much. I'll go right down to see'Judge Halsey
now and get -a writ of Habeas Corpus for
Joe. . . . You don't want any writ---you
want Joe? [Laughs.] Of co4rse, but you
don't understand. Let mcoexplain. I-W3eas
Corpus means this It's an order from the judge
to the jailer, commanding the jailer to bring Joe
into court at once, to see whether he is legally
imprisoned. . . Why certainly,If the officers
won't prefer a charge, or can't make out a

. fair case, our Habeas Co696 writ will have Joe
home this evening. Is that clear? . . . No,
no, don't thank me; thank the Constitution!

[55]
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SOUnd

Music

1ST VOICE

2D VOICE

3D VOICE

Sound

1ST LAWYER

2D LAWYER

3D LAWYER

a
4TH LAWYER

3D LAWYER

4m LAWYER

44.

[Receiver up.]

[Up and.frut.]

Whén a court issues a writ of Habiias Corpus
it recognizes one of man's most ancient right s,
written into his heart before it was writtm
into his laws-,---the right to fair play.
Two years agò, Tom Mooney, who had been a
prisoner for èighteen years, petitioned the Su-
preme Court of the United States for'a writ of
Habeas Córpus. His pleä was that his origi-
nal trial had )20een only a pretense.

This action causep a great deal of discussion.
Let id listen in at a lawyers' luncheon club
where Mooney's plea is the subject of conver-
sition.

o[ishes.] V

I tell you, fellows, it isn't a question of one
man's guilt or innocenceit's a question of
every man's rights. f'

r.

Rights! If Tom Mooney hasn't had every
right of the law, I don't know who has! His
case has been reviewed, by every court in the
State and by every (4overnor in the lagt
twenty years.

d

Yes, but even if he h.ad a fair trial as far as the
records go, the law takes other things into
consideration these days. Remember the
date -of hts trial?

Let me sec 1917, wasn't it?

Right, and what does thq date silkiest to you?

War hysteria, of course.

[56]
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3D LAWYER

2D LAWYER

1ST LAWYER

LAWYÉR

We're hot living in the time of.Louis XV, when
a man could be spirited away to jail and kept
hidden behind an iron mask the rest of his
life for reasons orb% publiç good!

Certainly we aren't, b4 this fellow has had
every recourse of the law.

How about the writ of Habeas Corpus he's
asking for now?

Mter eighteen years and% what the highest
court in the State has called a fair trial? He's
wasting his time in WashingVp!

4TH LAWYER Well, I feel like Bassett hereI don:t give a
continental whether he's guilty or innocent,
but I do care a great deal whether his rights
and consequently my rightsto the protec-
tion of Habeas Corpus are guaranteed by the
Constitution of this country or not!

[Door bangs open. Male voices in conversational
buzz.]

Sound

LAWYER [Fading in.]

ALL

2D LAWYER

ALL
a,

1ST 'LAWYER

-a

papers?
Hav,e you seen the áftemoon

[Ad Lib.] Np. Any news?
A

News! I should say so, news fbr every lawyer
and every man who might pOssibly get into the%
clutches of -.the law! 'The Supréme Court has
decided the petition in the. Mooney case.

[Excitedly.] What. does it gay? Read it!

Wadi tg.] Umlet's sct Due process of
laW. is a requirement that canriot be.deemed to
be satisfied jf a State has contrived a convic-
tiein through the pretense of a trial . . . the

[ 571.
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writ of Habeas Corpus is available in that
State. Upon the State courts equally NtTIth

the courts of the Union rests the obligation to
guard and enforce every right secured by t
Constitution.

2D LAWYER What do they tell Mooney tZ do!

3D LAWYER To use every right he has in the State courts
and then come to the Supreme Court again. if
necessary, and they will give him a writ of
Habeas Corpus!

Sound [Murmur.]

1ST LAWYER Gentlemen, do you realize this is the most in
portant step of the century in ássuring man-.

" kind a fair trial?

Music' [Up and out.]

1ST VOICE We begin the story of man's struggle for acie-\ . quate legal protection against unjust imprison-
ment in a tent on the Thames in the year 1215.
At Runnymede the barons demand in their ,

great charter the legal right to their own
bodies.

Sound [Trumpets ca1Ling j
OM.

1ST VOICE

2D VOICE

Hark to Magna Charta! "No freeman shall
be takeh or imprisoned nor will we go upon
him nor send'upon him but by the law of the :

land!"
.1

When the triumphant barons have left the
field, the discomfited kirig falls in a fit in" the
cow-shed where he has left his horses, and
rolls upon the straw.

JOHN [Fading in . . . Groaning.] Ahh, they had
better have taken my life than my kingly

[58 ] 0.
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dignities! I have robbed my sons this day!
Until an hour ago the king was the lawnow I
must come crawling into court to beg some sweaty
magistrate to save me from my enemies.

HUBERT DE BURGH [Soothingly.] King John! When you
lie there, it is England rolling in the dust! Let
me help you rise!

Hubert de Burgh! So I have one loyal knight
left, have I?

Loyal to the death, your lajesty, your death

JOHN

HUBERT

JOHN

HUBERT

JOHN

HUBERT

O

JOHN

HUBERT

vb

e.

or mine.

You hewd ihem, Hugh! You saw them thrust
a quill into my hand and make me sign away
the birthright of a kinF!

Aye, my lord, I saw a Norman King carry his
foreign notions to defeat. I heard the voiee of
free England speak.

Foreign notionswhat do you mean, Hubert
de Burgh?

I Mean, Sire, that Europe cannot understand
our. English love of liberty. There' is a narrow
strip of waterbitter and blackthat forever
separates England from the Continent. You
and your fathers have spent too mudh time
on the other side of that water, Sire!

If I should throw you into some forgotten
dungeon for your impudeiice, what good woüld
that scrap of paper I signed today do you?

The dream must alWays march aheAd of the
reality! Let the idea of freedom from false
imprisonment find words, and it will soon find
the machinery of the lay; to enforce it!
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' JOHN Yet you call yourself loyal, Hubert de Burgh!

HUBERT And I am loyal, King John. L9ok you. I
prick my finger with my dagger. To the last
drop of that hot blood I will defend England
and England's king!

Music [Up and out.]

1ST VOICE For sixteen years Hubert de Burgh staunchly
tried to reconcile absolutism of kings with the
growing demand of Englishmen for their
rights. Then JOhn's son, Henry the Third, is

persuaded to forget the Magna Charta and
throw his father's faithful minister, Hubert
de Burgh, into prison without trial, without
charge.

2D VOICE Two years later, in 1234, Hubert is released
from prison with a decision momentous in the
story of human liberty. In effect it-is this:

3.D VOICE Hubert de Burgh was taken, imprisoned and
outlawed by command of the4ting and con-
trary to the law of the land. This outlawry
is declared null and void!

4Tii VOICE Although the words "Habeas Cörpus" are at
to appear in the courts for two hundred years,
Hubert de Burgh's release is an outstanding
exercise of this right!

5TH VOICE But even after Habeas Corpus becomes a
custom of the courts the kings of tngland
continue to struggle for their divine right to
imprison their subjects at their royal will.

1sTAVOIcE Champions ¿f the people arise in the form of
fearless jtidges who defend lesser men from
the rage of kings with the little weapop of a
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2D VOICE

VOICES

3D VOICE

Sound

CLERK

JUDGE

CLERK

DARNEL

sheepskin writ. Such a one, at the beginning
of the seventeenth century was Sir EdWard

, Coke, Lord Chief Justice of England!

M-om the bench he did not hesitate to con-
demn the illegal acts of the throne. And
when the infuriated king sent him to the'
Tower, it was a triumphal march between
lines of cheering crowds.

[Fading in.] Sir Edward Coke! Hurrah for
Coke!

1627! Coke by this time has been released
from 'prison. All England now awaits a case
that will really test the king's authority.
It comes when the Five Knights are arrested
and imprisoned by a seeret ordgr of King
Charles for refusing to lend him money.
They demand freedom and a public trial on a
writ of Habeas Corpus. In the Court of the
King's Bench they face the servile judges
whom the king has choién to replace
Coke. . .

[Fade in . . Rapping of gavel.]

[Reading.] The Petition of Sir John Corbett,
Sir Thomas Darnel, Sir Walter Earl, against
the warden of the Fleet Prison.

What is the nature of this petition?

This is am application for a 'writ of Habeas
Corpus.

If it please your lordship, these gentlemen
and I demand as our right to know why we
have been haled from our homes and impris-
oned among criminals.

e
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JUDGE

COUNSEL

JUDGE

COUNSEL

JUDGE

KING's

Sound

Sound

In your hearts you know full well the reason.

As their counsel may I remind -your lordship
it is their right to have the charge publicly set
into words, that they may prepare a defense. -

The Court will listen to arguments of peti-
tioner's counsel.

The writ of Habeas Corpus is the only means
the subject hath to obtain his liberty. This
imprisonment cannot stand with the laws of
the realm or that of Magna Charta. These
five men now petition that they may have the
justice that is their birthright.

The Court will listen to the king's counsel.

COUNSEL For reasons of state we cannot disclose
why these men are imprisoned. Whether or
not they are guilty of crime is immáterial. In
some cases persons known to be innocent must
be kept in. custody for an indefinite time
because they might be dangerous if set át
liberty.

[Murmur of voices.]

[Rapping of gavel.]

CLERK Silence in the Court! Harken to the decision
of his Majesty's Couri!

JUDGE The petition of the prisoners is denied. If a
man be committed by the conimandment of
the king, he is not to be delivered by Habeas
Corpus in this court. For we know not the
cause of the commitment, wilich may be for
reasons Of state. We make no doubt but the
king, if you seek him, he knowing the cause
why you are imprisoried, will have mercy.
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Music [Up and out.]

1ST VOICE It is not the king's mercy the five knights
want, but their rights! The king exercises
neither justice nor mercy, but returns them
to prison. But their sacrifice is not in vain.
Parliamènt itself is up in arms at the decision

, of the king's hireling judge.

2D VOICE Lord Coke pvepares a petition restating the
ancient rights of Habeas Corpus, and Parlia-

t ment sends it to Whitehall for the signature
of Charles the First.

GIRL [Fade in . . . Singing with harp accompani-
. ment.] "Drink to me only with thine

eyes" . .

. KING [Singing.] "And I will pledge with
mine."

Sound'
C,

[Knock on door.]
[Door.]

SERVANT [Off.] Your Majesty, a messenger from West-
minster.

[Fading in.] Your subjects, gracious Majesty,
humbly present this Petition of Right which
they begyou to read and sign.

[Yawning.] Rights! They're alwafs prattling
of their rights! Well, let's see what they
want this time! [Reading.] "That freemen
93e imprisoned or detained only by the law of
the land or due process ofP law and not by the

A king's speciarcommand without any charge"
. [Furiously.] Why luiw dare you bring

me thi4 impertinence!

MESSENGER Then the king refuses to sign?

MESSENGA,

KING

-s.
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KING Wait! Be not so hasty! Tell my loyal P r:
liament,that I wish my subjects should hive
no reason to complain of wrongs or oppi ts-

slons

MESSENGER I fear, Your Majesty, Parliament will not be s: it-
. isfied with less than the royal seal upon this doc-

ument. [Fading.] I bid you good day, Sire.

Sound [Door closes.]

Kim; This is all the fault of those five knights!
Am I to receive orders like a servant!

GIRL styli I tell you how to get your way, 'my lord?

KING You? What do you know of parliaments and
courts?

GIRL [Shyly.] I know they're men. And any
woman knows how 'to get her way with men.

KING Even kirigs, I suppose.

GIRL [Demurely.] Yes, Sire, even kings.

KING Well, then, tell me how shall I keep my rights!

GIRL By seeming to yield them. Look, Sire, sign
their Petitionwin their gratitude, but re-
member, it can do you no harm if your ene-
mies make the laws as long as your friends
inforce them.

KING Zounds! But it's the cleverest little head in
the kingdom! I'll send for my judges.

Music [Very short transition.] .

JUDGE Your Majesty, we, your judges, have exam-., -

inéd the Petition of Right.
e KING [Furiously.] 1 would rather give up my

throne than give up my right to imprison my
subjects!
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JUDGE

Music

1ST VOICE

2D VOICE

3D VOICE

4TH VOICE

Sound

(With sly meaning.] We, your judges, assure
you that you may feel free to sign this Peti-
tion. Its phrases may mean much or again
may mean nothing. What for instance is
"the law of the land," what is "due process of
law"? They are whatever the courts, which 4

interpret the law, consider they §hall be. Like
other laws, this petition wilt have to be inter-
preted, and we, your loyal judges, assure you
that ygur privileges will remain unchanged.

[Up and out.]

When authority is forced to grant liberties, it
tiies to nullify them! King Charles goes too
far in his opposition to the will of the people,
and loses his head on the executioner's block,
but his successors continue to use unscrupulous
judges as cat's paws to snatch their royal pre-
rogabives back for them.

The last and most infamous of these venal
judges is George, Lord Aeffreys.

Virtual ruler of London, he condemns men to
death without a trial, and travels through the
realm holding the terrible mockery of a court
called by history the "Bloody Assizes"t in
which hundreds are executed without Habeas
Corpus, or a fair trial.

e

With the downfall of James the Second,
Jeffreys realizes that his reign of lawless law
is over. Disguised as a common sailor, he
flees to the London docks to escape to FranCe.
Secure in his disguise, he stops at a grog shop
for a last drtnk of ale. . . .

[Clinking of glasses.] [Quiet background con-
versation.]

[ 65
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JEFFREYS

BOY

, MEG

BOY

MEG

MAN

BOY

MAN

MEG

MAN

BOY & MEG

mAN

A pot of ale, boy, and quickly, or I'll have
you hanged!

[Cockney accent.] 'oo do you think you art.
I'angin' folks,. sailor?

Bloody Jeffreys maybe! [Laughs.] 4Facliity.1
I'll be earnin' my sovereigri, sir[Paused [Fod-
ing in.] Draw me a tankard of musty, Meg.
I got a sailor yonder offerin' mé a sovereign,

A sovereign! Where is he?

Over thereat that table in the corner.

Looks like a nasty customer!

Customers offering sovereigns are not nasty,
Meg. Let's take a look[With exclamation.]
That man! God help us! Torturer Mur-
derer! Fiend

Hey, what's the matter?

I couldn't be mistaken. I stood in the dock
once while he played with me as a cat plays
with a mouse. Every line of that face is

graved on my brain. . .

Who is he?
411*

Judge Jeffreys who has sent a thousand men
to meet their God without a chance to defend
them'selves!

[Ad lib.] No, you're wong! You must be
mistaken! ..

I know that face I tell you! [Raising yoked
Your attention all! Do you know who's here,
in this room, amongst us, friends? The Hang-
ing Judge himself! The great Lord Jeffreys
togged out in a hand-me-down suit from a
slop chest!
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VOICES [A murmur rising to threatening cries.] Jef-
freys! Where is he! Show him to us!

MAN [Shouting.] There 116 is! Cowering there in
the cornerlook at him! Look at the great
Jeffreys shake in his shoes!

JEFFREYS [Above mutter of crowd.] Help! Constable!
Lock me up! Take me to the Tower!

M AN [Laughing wildly.] The Tower! that's the
only safe place in England for George Jeffreys!

Music [Up and out.]

VOICE In the Tower the swaggering bully who has
sent so many men to their death without pity
cowers in his cell. His terror aggravates an
old malady. In his delirium he seems to see
the forms and hear the voices of his vic-
tims. . . .

JEFFREYS [Whimpering.] No, nar it 'was James whd
told ine to do everything I did. These Stuart
kings put themselves in the place of God.
They want the Irlaw to obey the king. . .

I myself am a mild man, mild as milk. [With
moan.] What strange shadows there are in
this cell! I could almost swear. . . [With
shriek.] Look! That one therewho are you?

THOMAS ARMSTRONG 3 [Ghostly and sepukhral voice.] You
should remember me well. I was Sir Thomas
Armstrong, before yai sent me to my death
without a trial. .

JEFFREYS [Whimpering.] And you you in your
bishop's robes. You look like that Arch-
bishop Pluriketi I sent to the Tower, but you
aren't, are you? [Whispering.] You're a liv-
ing priest conié to give me absolution?
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ARCHBISHOP PLUNKETT 3 [Ghostly sepulchral tone.] You shall
receive as much ab*solution, George Jeffreys,
as you gave justice.

JEFFREYS [Stammering.j No, no, don't crowd around
me, pointing. I was not to blame . . . You
condemn me without hearing my defense . . .

is that just . . e.

VoIcE [Shadows laitghing sepulchrally.] Ra! Ha!
Judge Jeffreys asks for justice! He gave us
the Blocky Assize, and he asks for a fair
trial! Ha! Ha!

Music [ Up and out.]

1ST VOICE After. the Stuarts, with their stubborn belief
in their divine right to punish and destroy
their enemies, a series of acts are passed, fixing
Habeas Corpus fiimly in the laws of England.

2D VOICE What human life is like without this right,
Englishmen of th'e seventeenth and eighteenth

3D VOICE

centuries can see across the narrow Channel.

For two centuries fOrgotten faces peer between
the bars of oubliettes in Continental dungeons,
and iettrés de cachet, secret orders to imprison,
signed in blank by the. king, send a man's
neighbor, relatives, or even his wife and
children, to prison.

4TH VOICE Charles Dickens in the "Tale of Two Cities"
gives a picture of human helplessness where
Habeas Corpus did not oast

Music [Under.]

1ST VOICE Dr. Manette, a fiarmless French physiciarr;
has chanced upon a shameful secret of a noble
family. Without trial or accuiation they

b.

.

o

to
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have him imprisoned in the Bastille, on a
lettre de cachet. There he is forgottin- for,
mart years.

M [Outs]

MR. LORRY MiSS Manette, I beg you to listen to me
quietly . I am á man of business. I do/ not know how to deal with agitated ladies.
I ask you to consider a swiNaitiots case . . .

that of a man who hair an enemy. A very
powerful enemy who coula exercise a privilege
of filling up blank forms for the consignnient of

2, anyone to prison.

LUCIE MANETTE. Mr. Lorry! Are you telling me[Brokenly .]
that my father . .

If

MR. LORRY Calmness,4my dear young lady, I beg! Now
let us suppose that no tidings of this unfor-
tunate gentleman had reAched those Who
might befriend him until lately when . . .

Don't kneel! In heaven's name, why should
you kneel to me, my dear child!

LUCIE For the truth! Dear, good, compassionate

MR. LORRY

sir:tell me the truth! My father is alive?

Courage, Miss Manette! Business, remember!
Your father has been found. Greatly changed.
Stillalive! An old servant of his, named
Defarge, has taken him to his house in Paris.

Luci» I am going to see him! No [Sobbing.] I am
going to seé his ghost!

Mujie [Short transition.]

1ST VOICE In Paris, Lucie Manette and Mr. Loriy are
conducted up steep stairs to, a lcift over the
wine shop of Edward Defarge.
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Sound

MR, LORRY'

DEFARGE

MR. LORRY

DEEARGE

SOUnd

DEFARGE

MR. LORRY

LUCIE

MR. LORRY

LUCIE

Ma. LORRY

fiattrici

!DEFARGE

MANETTE

DEFARGE

MANETTE

Sound

DEFARGE

MANETTE

.[Feet

You take out a key, Citizen Defarge! Surely
it is not necessary to keep this unfortunate
gotlernan locked in?

It is necessary.

A;hy--why?

Why? Bécause *has lived so long locked up
that he would be frightened, if his door was.
left open, that's why!

[Key- grating, heavy door opening ]

[Going off.) Good day, Doctor---

Come in, my child, come in.

P [Whisperl, I am afraid of it.

Of it?. What?

:len-;sian of him. Of my father.
Mow,

lb

Lean on my-arm, my deAr and now across the
threshold SQ

[Tapping of hammer.]

Still hard át work I see, Doctor:

[Cracked voiceSlowly-4Confuseil.] What did
"you say?

I said you were working.

Yes . . . I am . . . workihg.
[Silence.]

[Tapping of htimmir Girl's sobs.] _

Are you going to finish that pair of shoes
today?

I caret say. i suppose so. I don't know . . .
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DFFARGE

MR. LORRI4

M ANETTE

44

R. LORRY

MANErrr

MR. LORRY

MANUPTE

M R. IORRY

Sound

LUCIE

Solind

MANETTE

MANETTE-

You have visitors, you see Here is a mori-
sieur who knows a well-made s'hoe when
sees it. Show it to.him.

itis a handsome shoe. Won't you tell me its .

maker's name, sir?

[With effort.] I forget what it was you asked
me. Was it for my name?

Yes.,,

One Hundred Five, North Tower.

You are not a sh aker by trade?

NC) . . . I wasn't a s oemaker
I. . . . I learned it here.

. once.

ith emotion.] Dr. Manette! Look at nie!
Do 't yo13 rémember your old banker?
ES ]
[Tapping of hammer:virrs stifled sobs.]

.DAw farther baCk. Let me try . . .

[Tapping.of hammer.]

[Faint amazement.] Are yOu the jailer's
daughter?

liodo I not remind you, perhaps, Are some
ohe long ago . . .

That hair. Wait. I have hair like that in
this bag herearound my neCk.

[Very low as though to others.]
gentlemen, do not come near ,us,
do not move . . .

It is the same, but how gan it
ous/y.] That night . . . wh
moned . . . she laid her hea
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LUCIE

MANETTE

LUCIE

Alb

MR. LORRY

DEFARGE

Um.

MANETTE

LUCIE

Music

a

VOI4

der . . Whèn they brought me to the No
Tower . . . I found these long golden hairs on
my sleeve. I said "you will leave me th(.,e?
They will never help me to escape in bo.iy.
though they-may in the spirit" . . *: [Great e.

But it wasn't you? You are too young,
blooming! It can't be! It was all so long ago .

[Weeping]. Oh, sit, at another time I shall :,t11

you my name and who my mother was 1:1(1

myiather, my dear father.

Her voice . .

If you hear in my voice a resemblance to a voice
that once was sweet to your ears, N#v or it:
If you touch r0 hair and thé touch Irs a
beloved head that lay on your breagt w n you
were youngand free, oh, weep fof it! Weep ol

lAwkle.1 See, he leans his head against her
like a ohild.

He isb,. eginning to rememb&.,,

If, NNTIen. I tell you your long agony is Cover and
I' have come tò take 'you homé, I cause you to
fhink of yo441.u.5eful life laid wasté., weep for it!

You arethat child we talked of

[With cry.] nitre! There! Lay your head on
my shoulder; It is home, my dearest! Oh
gentlemen, thank God for us, 'Thank God. . .

[Up and mid
Oa*

01,

Spa injustices as this cannot persist forever.
. Fróm the taking oLthe Bastille and the.freeing

of its political-, victims; begins the triumph of
the principle of. Habeas Cdpus throughout
the civilized world!
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211) VOICE But like every other right of man, Habeas
Corpus is most endangered at time of na-
tional, emergèney!

3D VOICE Every charter of liberty in England or America
has always_ provided fcr its sus' Pension ip
times of peril to the state. Listen to the
words of the Cpnstitution . .

4TH VOICE "The privilep of the writ of Habeas Corpus shall .

not be suspended, unless in cases of rebellion
or invasion, the public safety may require it!"

5TH VOICE But the excuse of "public safety" is one of
the 'greatest- dangers to man's ancient right
to freedom from, arrest without charge and
imprisonment without trial.

h_ISKIA-r6ICE The War between the States is the first great
American crisis to test the right of Habeas
Corpus in the New World!

VoicE One of its hardest battles was fought in the
private study of the White House between-.

Lincoln the Lawyer afici Lincoln the Chief
txecutive . . Let u imagine him äloilè, as
few men, have been alone, talking out his*,
problems with himself.

a

Sound [Door shut.]

LINCOLN 4 [Fading in . . . Broodingly, the lawyer.]
There! We'll shut out the advisers and

me-c.allers, and settle this ourself, Abraham
Tincòln! Here's this. mall Menjman
rested for drilling Southern sympathizers in
Maryland. He asks for 'a writ of Habea.
Corpus: The court has granted him this writ.
The army refuses to give him up. Whai are
you going to do about this; Agbraham?
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LINCOLN

LINCOLN

LINCOLN

. LINCOLN

LINCOLN

took LINCOLN

LINCOLN

Saund

[In second tone, louder, Lincoln the executo'ed
You are right, Abraham. It is a ternble
responsibility to deny a man his legal rights.
And yet if. men are to have any guarantet of

any rights in the future they must have firsta
stable government. Ail& how-can I save the
government if its enemies can use a writ of

Habeas Corpus to try the issues of the war
in a courtroom? Tell me that, Abraham.

[First tone, the lawyerdY The Chief Justice of

the Supreme- Court has reminded you that
one who is sw9a to take care that the laws
be faithfully executed should not himself
violate them! Remember that, Abraham
Lincoln.

[Second' trie, the executive.] The whole of the
laws I was sworn to execute are being re-
sisted in one third of- thé States! Are all the

- laws but one to be broken and the govern-
ment itself to go to pieces?

[The lawyer.] You will be called a dictator!

[The executive.] Let them defeat nie at the
polls then!

[Lawyer.] Theysvill say 'that you disobeyed
the Constitution.

[Executive.] But it is *y Arst duty to save
the Constitution. To preserve the Union I

must win this war. We 'will not think of
what men
We will do our
us . .

[Rings bell.]

[741
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Music

1ST VOICE

2D VOICE

ow

3D VOICE

ALIEN

OFFICIAL

OFFICIAL

[Continues executive.] We will give the or r
to continue the suspension of the writ, of
Habeas Corpus in military cases as long as
this danger to the Union shall last!

[Up and out.)

The wartime suspension of the right of Habeas
Cotins which Lincoln honestly believed neces:
sary 1ì thIett-Rreservation of the government,
outlasted its need by a decade. The troubles
of -reconstruction were multiplied manyfold
by the denial of Habeas Corpiis to men called
enemies of the .state at the discretion of an
hysterical public opinion and a biased military.

The lessons of the reconstruction period were
so terrible that American courts and execu-
fives ever since have leazed backward in their
anxiety to preserve and extend this valued
tight of mankind!

Heise for example is a recent case in which
Habeas Corpus was used to save a life! An
alien, visiting the United States re6Wes no-
tice that his papers are not in order and he is
to be sent back to his own country by the
next steamship. He visits the immigration
authoriiies . . .

[Fading in.] This noticej have received . . .

[Crisply.] Yes, yes, what aboqt it?

It is,a senttikce of death!

[Startled.] Sentence of Oath! Nonsense, it's
only a deportation order. You will be re-
turned safely t8 your own country.

[75]
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ALIEN

OFFICIAL

ALIEN

OFFICIAL

ALIEN

OFFICIAL

ALIEN

OFFICIAL

Music

LAWYER

JUDGE

And what will my own country do to mo?
I will tell you. It will arrest me at the dock.
It will send me to a detention camp for a little
while. Then it will shoot mg;

But, why? What have you done?

I have dared to disagree with my cotintry's
theory of government! I criticize their poli-
cieszut!
¡Well, that's tough! But what can I do?

Give me a chance to talk to your courts, your
government! 'When they hear my story they
will be merciful.

There isn'f much time to arrange for an in-
quiry. Your,boat sails tomorrow.

Answ

In your fortunate country it is no crime to
think as You pleuse! Let me stay here!

I wish there were something I could do. But
there isn't a thingunlesshold on, there's
just [Fading] a chance there might be some-
thing
[Pause.].

f UP and otift.t.]

[Fading in.] [Finishing plea.] And so, Your
Honor, I ask for this wit of Habeas Corpus,
not to interfere with justice, but to insure
justice by giving this man here time to pre-,
pare a plea.

I.

There is no precedent for the use of Habeas
Corpus in such a case. Yet these are un--
precedented times. I am inclined to consider
the purpose for which this writ was intended
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1ST VOICE

2D VOICE

3D VOICE

o

4TH VOICE

5TH VOICE'

1ST VOICE

Music

ANNOUN&R

Music

to preventinjustice and so I grant this Writ of
Habeas Colitis.

Like all other liberties, this right to Habeas
Corpus changes its aspects with the changing

. times. Today agitation of ldbor, unpopular
minorities, and racial prejudice raise qu'estions
without historical precedent.

What can be done to keep the cherished right
of Habeas Corpus from abuse by gangsters
and other public enemies to delay justice and
clog the courts?

How can men be educated to understand and
demand their rights to Habeas Corpus?

Should militarY aiithority and martial law
during strikes and publiC disturbances deprive
a man of his rights to the protection of Habeas
Corpus?

_What abotit using Habeas Corpus to prevent
the third degree?

The futuie is certain to find new uses for this
writ!

(Up and out.]
o

s

Struggle for Freedom never ends! Ground
that is lost must be regained! Each genera-
tion must re-wirt its rights! 'Eternal vigilance
is still the price of liberty! Let us strive on,
to the add that our children's children may
always kriow the glorious fulfillMent of that
noblest cry, known to man "Let 'Freedom
Ring!"

[Closing theme . under and mad
o
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PRODUCTION NOTES

I The sound of dishes should be heard only occasionally and lightly.
2 The singing should not break off abruptly when the knocking is heard. Let

it contiriue for one or two notes.
3 The ghosts of Armstrong and Plunkett should be played- tfiThugh el hu

chambers if possible, otherwise through megaphones to give an eerie quality.
The battle of Lincoln, the executive, and Lincoln, 'the lawyer, is a difficult

acting job. One man must play two distinct characters. It is suggested that / he
lawyer be played in a half whisper, the executive aloud.

MUSIC PRODUCTION NOTES

POR SCRIPT 11, RIGHT OF HABEAS CORPUS

Compositions [hied

[Orchestrations, unless specified. P. P. means Photo-Play Edition ; C. F. rne:tns

4111,

Cinema Edition)

1. Let FreedomRing, theme,-By Rudolf Schramm, published by Remick Mu,ic
Corp., Rockefeller Cegter, New York City.

2. The Love Song, selection from Offenbach, published by Harms, Inc., Ntsw
York City.

3. No, No, Nanette, selyction by Youmans, publiihed by Harms, Inc., New York
4. Heart Pangs, P. P. n, by Fink, published by Witmark & Sons, New York.
5. Drink to Me Only with Thine Eyes. Any collection or edifion for v()ice

will do since this is not to be performed by orchestra.
6. Intermezzo Sinfonico, C. E. 42, by Kriens, published by Harms, Inc., &New

York.
7. Scene Pathetique, C. E. 17, by Kriens, published by Harms, Inc., New York
8. Andante Tragico, C. E. 35, by Begho.m, published by Harms, Inc., New York.
9. Battle Hymn of the Republic, contained in National Melodies, published by

Carl Fischer, New York.

Hour To Use Them

IC-1 means-Composition 1 etc.]

Page 54. Use theme 1 as directed in general music notes at end of script.
Page 66. C-1, the measures 21, 22, 23, 24.
Page 68. C-1, the measures, 9, 10, 11, 12.
Page 68. The sound cue "trumpets calling" is really a music cue. Play C

the first two measures and the first chord in:the third measure.
Page 60. Play C-3, measures 5 to 10, inclubive.
Page d3. Play C-4 from the Coda, the last four measures.
Page 63. Have the actors sing without açcompaniment of the orchestra exCeilt

harp or spinet.
Page 64. Play-C-6- tht first four measures in the "Mosso" ebding with a fair-

dando.
Page 56. Pray C-6 the four measures before ,"Mosso," and the first chord in D

6

major at the "Mosso."

I
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Page 67. Play C- 7 starting at "Tragito E Largamente" for six measures. This
cue should read up and under the following speech.

page 68. Play C--7 one melasure before the maestoso, very loud and very slow.
Page 68. Play C-8 from the upbAtt to the-"andanbe con molto appassionato:"
Page 69. This ends music cue "under."
Page 69. Fade under speech of the firpt voice and into "sound."
Page 72. Play C-6 the. last four measures.
Page 75. Play C-9 the last four measures of the chorus (refrain).
Page 76. Play C-9 the last four measures with one-eighth note uzheat, up and

out.
Page 77. Theme as directed.
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GENERAL PRODUCTION NOTES FOR THE SERES

1. Three publications of the Office of Education, obtainable fre'e thn, :41

the Radio Script Exchimize, give general inforination about produting r.
plays. They are the Radio Manual, the Radio Glossary, and the Mai, lai
on Sound Effects.

The following are some general suggestions applying directly to.--.

Let Freedom Ring ! series:
A. Announceinents and comments.

The opening announcement Let Freedom Ring! should be spoNtip.
with as much meaning and force as the slogans of familiar proizr, :11

now current. It sets the stage for the entire show.
When "voices7 carry short speeches, be sure, first, that the voice:

have-different pitches in order to give coctrast; and second, that the%

, "punch'!'each line. In fact, all voices which simply make statemcn1:
of facts must be forceful and clipped: again refer to currept ti'amp1e:
on your radio.

Lines of narrators and commentators should be rapped out like

the staccato of a machine gun.

B. Mob, crowd, and "ad lib" scenes.
a direction calls for "all," assign each actor a line, however-

a is share. If their contributions are left to chance, you may have a

f f

chorus of voices saying4he same thing, or even, perhaps, dead silence.
Crowd scenes which demà.nd mumbling voices should have the cast

assigned real lines whigib fit the occasion. The sounds of cromi
1-18uld decline gradually, since no crowd is normally under sufficient

control to lapse into sudden silence. When a gavel is used,for a meet-
ing to come to order, ttie same precautions should be taken.

closing
sudden

door, or similar incident, however, will usually demand
theAsudden cessation of the noise of the crowd.

In "Al. lib" directions, be'sure the spirit of the "ad libs" builds up
the scene.' They wi!I valy from the hesitating comment of perplexity
to scenes in which the actors do not wait for cues I and one speech top
another as the excitement grows. In all the above situatiOns, effect
can be gained by giving individual voice characteristics even to the
persons in.a fairly largé group., pe

C. Dialects and atcents.
The scripts call for various accents, siich as German, Scotch, rural.

.. aria cockney. In general, unless you can cast a person wh9 can make.
bhe accent absoluiely authehtic, play the scene "straight," that is with-
out accent. Inaccurate accentsoond dialects will ruin the wholeA

effect of your play.

I [ 80 ]
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Lr. Freedom Ring ! series--Continued.
i). Voice characterization.

Voice selection is so important that at the risk of repeating what has

V

been said many times in other places we mAke the following sugge-stions:
The actors in any one scene must have easily distinguished N.-0ke s , or

the show dies on its feet. Most scenes have a hero and a villain. The
hero's voice should be sympathetic, and the villain's unsympathetic,
that is, they should have this effect on the listeners.

Voices should be matched with the popular conception of a well-
known character. For instance, 'Washington shquld have a low-
dighified, frie:ndly voice, and Patrick Henry one which sugg'ests the
public rostrum.

0

When persons substantially of the same eiucation and class appear
in one scene, each voie must cAtrast with the other, in spite of
similArities due to sociai status or other common traits.

EKery voice must be Istudied through the microphone apàrt from
any visual impression of the speaker. Your eyes Nill only warp your
judgment. Try for mature voices for mattire parts.

E. Each script ends with a series oi dramatized questions whigh on the
stag-e might be called "blackouts." These "blackouts" must begin
and end with precision. If the scenes run together, the listener -will he
mystified.

. Miscellaneous. hints.
Where music is played "under" voice, a good _balanCe must be

preserved. The music must he disiinct and yet leave the words
clearly audible. "Fading outs' of a speech is_ best accomplished by
haying tlie actor slowly back away from tnc microphone while speak-
ing; "fading in" is the reverse process. Local studios can he of great
help in sound effects, but experiment will produce some which are
ridiculously simplefor instance: a horse blowing is produced by
holding ones lips together completely re,laxed and letting the breath
come quiekly through them; excellent thikKider can be made by putting
"BB." shots in an initiated balloon and slowly turning it in front of the
microphone; hoof heats can be reproduced by hitting the open palms
against the chest in *per cadence; the effect of echoing can be
obtained by talking int-o an empty metal container; revolver shots are
duplicated by slapping a flat stick on a leather-covered. surface.

Don't rush the show. Allow time for all effects to become estab-
lished with your audience. If the show is too long, cut dialogue and.
incidents rather than effects. One golden rule of radio is: Never leave
anything to the .listener's imagination when he needs music, sound
effects, or dialogue to tell him what is haipening.
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INSTRUCTIONS4 FOR THE USE OF THE THEME SONG
CONNECTION WITH THE SCRIPTS

OF' THE LET FREEDOM RING ! SERIES

The most effective way to render the theme song' is as a chorus numi)er,
althbugh it can be performed as a vocal solo with piano or organ accomp :ni-
ment. If an orchestra is available, the music will be still more effecti,..

The procedure of using the theme sting will be the same in every progrm:
(a) G9 on the air by playing the two bars' introduction. Ii,chimes dre

available, play E, B, and D chime, *with each of the first three chords. An

ordinary bell can also-be used in a similar manner. to give the opening sonic

realism. Then stop for the announcer to say Let 'Freedom Ring!
Thereafter, continue immediately with the theme at No. 1.." This con-

tinues full voice until measure No. 11. From there on continue softly him-1-
ming without change of tempo while the announcer r'eads his next follow inQ

paragraph._ Be sure to keep the music soft enough. Remember that the
announcer's words must be clearly heard since they carry the meaning for

the entire Program to follow.. Exçept for the first sqript, you continue the
humming up to measure No. 33. There again ful(foice to the end of the

theme song. Be sure that a special reitearsal is hell' between the music ond
the announcer to fit the announcer's speech to the length of the hummed
part of the music. The announcer's speech during that period shall bet:in
with "once only kings . . ." and ends where the script is marked, "music
up 4nd out." As for script 1, the hUmming is continued to the end of the

song and then the song repeated, humming until the music cue "Burst into
.Let Freedom Ring!" . There, if the proper tempo has been followed, you

will find ); self at measure No. 33. Thereafter, all the music can finish
full voice. *,

To close program, the theme song is again used in a similar manner.
Before the announcer,*towards the close of the program starts hismsentence.
"Struggle for freedom never ends! . . ." you Start your theme, introduction
and all. (Voices in full until mtitisure.No. 17.) Then again humming while
the anhounCer reads the closing words which should be fitted to time out,

a /

so that the announcer finishes when the music has arrived at measure No. 13.

Then bring the voices up full and finish the'song. If time. allows, add the
special ending. In case the program puns "short," keep on repeating thr
theme song acCprding to the amount of time left to fill, from either Measure
No. 1, or No. 17, or No. 33.

I Published by M. Witmark & Sons, R. C. A. Building, Rockefeller Center, New York
City, in any musical combination.
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USING THE PHONOGRAPH FOR 1INCIDEN:t1I, MUSIC

THE USE OF RECORDINGS IN PLACE OF PART OR ALL OF TIIE INSTRUMENTAL

OR CHORAI. MUSIC SUGGESTED IN THE MUSIC NOTES FOR EACH SCRIPT

It is recognized that it is impossible Mall organizations desiring to present
Let Freedom Ring! on the stage or over the air to supply the entire in-
strumental and choral music suggested for the maximum production. For
such cases phonograph recordings ca-n be substituted for part or the whole
of the music.

It is impossible to mark places recordinps. Therefore, any producticin
unit using a phonograph record must select, by playing the record, the
music sequences which will interpret the dramatic action of the script.. In
the following suggestions there is sufficient musical material to answer all
demands of the series:

As the theme song: America, Victor record 2635-V, or The National
a

Emblem, V-19842-A, or an); imposing march.
Religious motif: The Adagio Pathetioue, Victor :05003- B, or Angelus, Victor

357G7-4.
For motif of uproar, excitement, and hurry: Victor X16009-A, or

xl 6008-A, or X16142-A, or portions of the Semiramide Overture, yictor
35827-A&B, or the William Tell Overture, N, icier .20606.

For triumphant or stately motif:,The Triumphal March by Grieg;kictor
35'63-A.

For dainty old time motif: Minuets, Victor 20636-A and Victor X16054-B.
For courtroom or other dramatic motif: The Sakuntala Overture, Victor

22535-36 and rorza del Destino, Victor 21%5 B.

For gay and 'joyful motif: Badinage, Victor: 91 47-A, and Minuet, Victor
9649-B.

For neutral motif: ..51cilut A' Amour, Victor 22599.
For mysterious motif: Misteriao by Kempinski, ictor X16132-A.
For humoi:ous or grotesque motif: Cynical Scherzando, Victori16006-A.
For patriotic m tif: erica, Victor 2063 5--13; Rattle Hymn of the Republic,

Victor 22013; Yankee Doodle, Victor 20166-A; 0 There, Victor X16154;
Go Doivn, Moses, Victor 20518-A.

For bbgle calls, Victor 21494-B; for drurns, any rerds containing drum
rolls, for instanct, Yankee Doodle, Victor 20166-A.

The abZwe records shouljl be sufficient for all music transitionsnecessary
for the 'Let Freedom Rin 'series. In case yoù are prodwing the series
over a local station or ha e access to its facilities, it is possible that many of
the above, or acceptable substitutes, may be available withoia purcilase.-
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